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Abstract

In this thesis we focus our investigations on subsurface transport processes of

a solute dissolved in groundwater. Moreover, the solute adsorbs nonlinearly on

the soil matrix. Starting with transport in homogeneous media, we introduce a

new methodology to identify transport parameters. The transport velocity and

the dispersion coefficient are evaluated by means of generalized spatial or temporal
moments taking into account dissolved as well as adsorbed concentrations.

However, natural aquifers show a wide range of spatial variability. In our work

this heterogeneous structure is involved by considering spatial heterogeneity in the

permeability field on the one side, and the adsorption parameters on the other side.

In all cases, the transport behavior is investigated by using a stochastic modeling

approach.

In the first part we investigate the transport in physically heterogeneous me¬

dia. For mildly heterogeneous media we construct a perturbation theory around

the homogeneous nonlinear theory and derive explicit expressions for asymptotic

and transient large-scale transport parameters. Asymptotically, we find that the

large-scale parameters are exactly the same as for linearly adsorbing transport. Dif¬

ferences between transport with linear and nonlinear adsorption become apparent

for transient times. The characteristic time or length scales required to reach the

asymptotic regime depend on the degree of nonlinearity: the smaller the Freundlich

exponent p, the larger the required characteristic time or travel distance. The theo¬

retical results are verified twofold: in a semi-analytical and in a numerical approach.

Here, we find an excellent agreement with the analytical predictions. The results

are extended to strongly heterogeneous domains by using homogenization theory.

Again, the large-scale parameters equal the results from linear transport theory.

The reliability of the effective and ensemble parameters for reproduction of the

large-scale transport behavior in heterogeneous domains is tested by means of an

equivalent transport model. While the effective dispersive flux provides reliable

results in localization approximation, the ensemble dispersive flux has to be modeled

in full nonlocal form not only for transient but also for asymptotic times. Our results

imply that the ensemble dispersive flux never displays the actual dilution of the

solute but only artifical ensemble mixing effects.

In the second part we extend our investigations to transport in a chemically

heterogeneous medium. Here, we start with evaluation of the effective large-scale

transport behavior. In a homogenization theory approach we derive a general up-

scaling method using the total mass conservation of the solute. Our investigations

show that the effective transport parameters, such as the effective dispersion coeffi-
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cient, become time- and space-independent only if the type of the effective adsorption

isotherm, i.e. the effective Freundlich exponent, does not change on the macroscopic

scale. This is the case for transport with a fluctuating Freundlich distribution co¬

efficient. Here, the large-scale transport equation has the same structure as on the

small scale. However, the asymptotic effective dispersion coefficient differs from the

asymptotic value in linear transport theory. Higher order correction terms have a

considerable impact on the asymptotic behavior.

In contrast, transport with a variable Freundlich exponent shows a completely

different large-scale behavior. In this case, the type of differential equation changes

on the macroscopic scale. The effective adsorption isotherm is no longer a power

law function of the dissolved concentration, but depends in a more complicated rela¬

tionship on the concentration field. Additionally, the effective dispersion coefficient

becomes a function of the dissolved concentration.

The results of this thesis contribute to a better understanding of reactive trans¬

port systems leading to a self-sharpening concentration profile. Moreover, they give

a comprehensive analysis of the essential processes and the expected solute behavior

in heterogeneous media. The work points out that upscaling can change the type of

the transport equation on the large scale and provides new aspects of the relevance

and applicability of effective parameters and effective theories.
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Zusammenfassung

In der vorliegenden Arbeit untersuchen wir das Transportverhalten von reak¬

tiven, im Grundwasser gelösten Substanzen. Unser besonderes Interesse gilt nicht¬

linearen Adsorptionsprozessen, die durch eine Freundlich Isotherme beschrieben

werden können. Zunächst betrachten wir Transportprozesse in homogenenen Me¬

dien und entwickeln eine Methode zur Identifizierung von Transportparametern,

die von räumlichen oder zeitlichen Momenten der gelösten und der adsorbierten

Konzentrationen ausgeht. Diese Methode erlaubt es zum ersten Mal, dass die

Grundwassergeschwindigkeit und der Dispersionskoeffizient für Transportprozesse
mit nichtlinearer Adsorption aus Konzentrationsdaten bestimmt werden.

Natürliche Aquifere sind durch eine Reihe von räumlichen Variabilitäten charak¬

terisiert, die sich über mehrere Längenskalen ausdehnen können. In dieser Arbeit

untersuchen wir zwei Arten von Heterogenität, die durch räumliche Fluktuationen

des Durchlässigkeitsfeldes oder als Resultat von räumlichen Unterschieden in den

Adsorptionsparametern entsteht. In allen untersuchten Fällen wird das langskalige

Transportverhalten durch die Methode der stochastischen Modellierung bestimmt.

Im ersten Teil der Arbeit befassen wir uns mit dem Transport in einem physi¬
kalisch heterogenen Medium. In einem störungstheoretischen Ansatz berechnen wir

explizite Resultate, die das Verhalten der Transportparameter sowohl für asympto¬

tische als auch für transiente Zeiten wiedergeben. Im Limes langer Zeiten finden

wir die gleichen Resultate wie in der linearen Transporttheorie. Dennoch treten für

kürzere Transportzeiten Unterschiede auf. Das transiente Verhalten der Transport¬

parameter wird durch zwei relevante Zeitskalen charakterisiert. Die advektive und

die dispersive Zeitskala hängen von der Starke der Nichtlinearität ab: Je grösser p

ist, desto schneller wird das asymptotische Regime erreicht. Die theoretischen Re¬

sultate werden semi-analytisch und numerisch verifiziert. Wir finden eine sehr gute

Übereinstimmung mit den theoretischen Erwartungen. Die störungtheoretischen

Untersuchungen werden unter Anwendung von Homogenisierungstheorie auf stark

heterogene Medien erweitert. Auch hier stimmen die Ergebinisse mit den Resultaten

der linearen Transporttheorie überein.

Im weiteren wird die Anwendbarkeit der Ensemble- und effektiven Transport¬

parameter auf heterogene Formationen getestet, indem sie bei Simulationen eines

equivalenten homogenen Mediums benutzt werden. Wir stellen fest, dass die tatsäch¬

liche Vermischung durch eine lokalisierte Transportgleichung wiedergegeben wer¬

den kann. Die Ensemblevermischung kann dagegen durch einen lokalen Ansatz

nicht reproduziert werden. Sie wird erst durch die Anwendung eines nichtlokalen

Ansatzes, d.h. einer Integro-Differentialgleichung wiedergegeben. Dieses Ergebnis
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deutet darauf hin, dass der ensemblegemittelte dispersive Fluss nie die tatsächliche

Verdünnung im Aquifer darstellen wird. Er ist viel mehr ein Ausdruck künstlicher

Vermischungseffekte innerhalb des Ensembles.

Das zweite Thema unserer Untersuchungen behandelt Transportprozesse in einem

chemisch heterogenen Medium. Als erstes untersuchen wir das effektive makroskopis¬

che Transportverhalten. Wir benutzen Homogenisierungstheorie und entwickeln

eine allgemeine Skalierungsmethode, der die Erhaltung der Gesamtmasse zu Grunde

liegt. Wir stellen fest, dass der effektive, asymptotische Dispersionskoeffizient nur

dann zeit- und raumunabhängig wird, wenn das effektive Adsorptionsgesetz auf der

Makroskala den gleichen funktionellen Zusammenhang mit der gelösten Konzentra¬

tion, d.h. den gleichen Freundlich Exponenten, wie auf der Mesoskala aufzeigt. Das

ist der Fall für den Transport in einem Feld, in dem nur die Adsorptionskapazität

fluktuiert. In diesem Fall bleibt die Form der makroskopischen Transportgleichung

erhalten. Dennoch ändert sich der asymptotische Wert des effektiven Dispersionsko-

effizienten. Es treten Korrekturterme höherer Ordnung auf, die das Transportver¬

halten wesentlich verändern können.

Im Gegensatz dazu zeigt das makroskopische Transportverhalten im Falle eines

variierenden Freundlich Exponenten eine völlig neue Struktur auf. In diesem Fall

ändert sich die Art der Transportgleichung. Die effektive Adsorption ist nicht mehr

durch eine Potenzfunktion der gelösten Konzentration gegeben. Sie wird eine kom¬

pliziertere Funktion der gelösten Konzentration. Ausserdem wird der effektive Dis¬

persionskoeffizient konzentrationsabhängig.

Diese Arbeit leistet einen wesentlichen Beitrag im Verständnis von Transport¬

prozessen, die zu einem aufgestellten Konzentrationsprofil führen. Ausserdem charak¬

terisiert sie wesentliche Prozesse und Verhaltensmuster von gelösten Substanzen in

heterogenen Medien. Die Resultate weisen darauf hin, dass der Übergang zwischen

unterschiedlichen Skalen zu einer Veränderung des Transportverhaltens führen kann

und liefert damit neue Aspekte bei der Anwendung und der Relevanz von effektiven

Theorien und effektiven Gesetzen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Background

The physical and chemical processes in natural subsurface systems are of consider¬

able interest in many fields concerned with the quality of the environment. Promi¬

nent examples are the effects of agricultural land use, the consequences of nuclear

waste disposal, industrial disasters, generally spoken processes related to the pres¬

ence of contaminants in natural soils and groundwater systems. Understanding of

these complex processes is essential for risk assessment, planning of land use and

the design of remediation schemes.

Reactive transport covers a broad variety of different processes and solutes which

can undergo reactions of chemical, physical and biological origin. The physical

processes mainly concern the movement of solutes through the aquifer, i.e. advection

with the groundwater velocity and diffusive-dispersive spreading. The chemical

and biological processes include reactions of various solutes present in the system,

adsorption reactions, precipitation, and biodégradation. These processes take place

on a local and microscopic scale, but can considerably affect the migration behavior

of a solute.

Additionally, porous media are characterized by a spatial variability in the for¬

mation materials and their physical and chemical properties which can affect the

transport behavior over many length scales. Since a deterministic description of flow

and transport in aquifers with a complicated unknown structure is not possible, the

stochastic modeling approach has become a powerful tool for investigation of trans¬

port in heterogeneous formations. The stochastic theory is based on the fundamental

work of Gelhar [38] and Dagan [21], and the concepts have been applied in many

theoretical and numerical studies for conservative and linearly adsorbing solutes in

physically [13, 21, 23, 38, 72] as well as chemically [2, 7, 8, 29, 53] heterogeneous
media.
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Especially, a large amount of research has been done for transport in macro-

scopically uniform flow fields. The qualitative behavior of linear transport processes

is well-understood: Spatial fluctuations in the hydraulic conductivity cause local

variations in the groundwater flow field. Solutes injected into the groundwater are

dominated by the heterogeneity of the medium. With time the solute is distributed

over many different streamlines and velocity fluctuations from streamline to stream¬

line lead to a strong increase of the dispersion in the mean flow direction known

as macrodispersion. For mildly heterogeneous media macrodispersion was calcu¬

lated using a perturbation theory approach [21, 38], Complementary numerical

calculations [13, 72, 74] and experimental studies [36, 71] were carried out. The

macrodispersion overestimates the real dilution in aquifers. The concept of effective

dispersion correcting the definition of ensemble dispersion for transient times was

introduced [25, 26, 48], The difference between ensemble and effective dispersion is

qualitatively discusses by [17, 18, 34, 35, 61, 82], Explicit results are presented by

[2, 29].

Most of the studies cited above involve a local large-scale dispersive flux according

to a Fickian type law [21, 37], Using a local dispersive flux seems to be reasonable for

conservative transport processes and relative small variances [20, 28, 55, 56] because

of the symmetric, smooth concentration profiles resulting in this case.

The reactive nature of subsurface systems can significantly impact the general

migration behavior within a contaminant mixture [69, 70, 73], especially, if nonlinear

processes are implicated. Reactive transport processes are more complicated to

investigate due to the larger number of parameters which can vary in space and

time and/or because the transport equation may be nonlinear in the concentration

distribution.

Serious difficulties occur already in the analytical description of transport with

nonlinear adsorption in a homogeneous medium. For solutes undergoing nonlinear

adsorption of Freundlich type the transport behavior can only be described by using

scaling analysis [27, 39, 45, 77]. A closed solution is not known. In heterogeneous

media transport with Freundlich adsorption involves a higher theoretical and com¬

putational effort. Monte Carlo simulations can be accomplished in a straightforward

manner in analogy to conservative transport [1, 9, 12, 44, 70, 74] .
As for conserva¬

tive transport, the numerical solution of the dissolved concentrations is analyzed by

considering the first and second central moments. However, all these studies point

out that standard moment analysis can not be applied to quantitatively reveal the

impact of heterogeneities on the transport behavior at large scales. Semi-analytical

results are presented in [9, 66]. They studied the impact of heterogeneous velocity

fields on breakthrough curves of nonlinearly adsorbing solutes neglecting the pore-

scale dispersion. However, a purely advective assumption can lead to significant
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errors in the local concentration [9, 11].

Another complication might occur by using a local large-scale dispersive flux

in the large-scale transport equation. As demonstrated in [20, 43, 50, 56] the lo¬

calization approximation in many reactive transport situations may cause errors

in the calculation of all spatial moments of the ensemble averaged concentration

distribution.

Additionally, solute migration through natural aquifers is strongly impacted by

the different chemical properties of the underlying materials. Especially, the sorption

behavior depends on the soil affinity for the solute and the free available sorption

sites. In general, these properties appear as different sorption parameters at different

soils respectively different locations in the domain. The soil dependence of the

Freundlich exponent and the Freundlich distribution coefficient was investigated in

laboratory experiments [79, 80]. Moreover, field measurements confirmed the spatial

variability [64].

Transport in a randomly distributed field of adsorption coefficients was investi¬

gated numerically [1, 12, 74]. Especially, the combined effect of spatial fluctuations

in both the hydraulic conductivity field and the Freundlich distribution coefficient

was extensively studied.

However, in the existing literature there is a lack of consistent research of the

impact of chemical heterogeneity on the transport behavior of nonlinearly adsorbing

solutes. For the case of transport with a variable distribution coefficient a compari¬

son with theoretical results is missing. Moreover, the effect that a variable Freundlich

exponent may have on the transport behavior is still an open question.

Research objectives

The general objective of the work presented here is to gain more understanding of

the transport behavior of solutes which undergo nonlinear equilibrium adsorption

of Freundlich type. The problems which we focus on are: which are the significant
or dominating physical and chemical processes; how do they influence the spreading

and mixing behavior of solutes; what is the difference to linearly adsorbing solutes;

how do physical and chemical heterogeneity affect the transport behavior.

To analyze the impact of small-scale heterogeneities on the large-scale transport

behavior we assume the porous medium to be a hierarchical structure composed

of different length scales and investigate in which way small-scale information is

"transported" over the different length scales. At every length scale we answer

two questions: Can we find an effective transport equation describing the transport

behavior on the larger scale, in which the small-scale variations are incorporated in

averaged transport parameters? And: How do the averaged transport parameters
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look like? These questions are answered by carrying out extensive theoretical and

numerical investigations in different transport situations.

Moreover, with this work we want to provide a useful tool for modeling of non¬

linearly adsorbing transport with respect to more practice relevant tasks as e.g. for

the needs arising in the nuclear waste disposal in the groundwater.

Outline of the thesis

The main part of the thesis is based on several articles printed or submitted in

international scientific journals [3, 31, 32, 33].

In the first part of the thesis, chapter 2, we introduce the mcsoscopic model and

show that it is generated from transferring small-scale information from the scale of

adsorbing surfaces and the pore scale. Starting on the scale of adsorbing surfaces we

derive the adsorption isotherm as an averaged adsorption law implying information

about sorption behavior on energetically hetcrogeneously distributed single sorption

sites. The transition from the pore up to the mesoscopic scale is performed by using

the volume averaging method.

In chapter 3 we discuss homogeneous transport and point out significant dif¬

ferences between linear and nonlinear adsorbing behavior. We introduce a new

identification method that relates spatial or temporal moments of dissolved as well

as adsorbed concentrations to the transport velocity and the dispersion coefficient.

In chapter 4 we briefly recall the background of stochastic modeling and es¬

tablish the definition of ensemble and effective transport parameters which are the

substantial foundation of our further investigations.

The numerical methods and the setup of numerical experiments used in this work

are presented in chapter 5.

In chapter 6 and 7 the transport in physically heterogeneous media is analyzed.

First, we use the new identification rule from chapter 3 to define the ensemble and

effective transport parameters. We develop a perturbation theory approach and end

up with explicit results for the ensemble and effective dispersion coefficients. The

analytical solution is verified in a semi-analytical and numerical way. Moreover,

we generalize our approach for transport with an arbitrary isotherm and for the

case of permanent injection of the solute. The restriction of small log-conductivity

variance implemented in the perturbation theory results is relaxed by means of

homogenization theory.

Second, we answer the question whether the ensemble and effective parameters

reproduce the mixing behavior in a heterogeneous formation. In chapter 7 the large-

scale transport parameters are calculated in a stochastic modeling approach and the

reliability of equivalent homogeneous transport models for reproduction of ensemble
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and effective mixing behavior is proven.

The transport of solutes which are heterogeneously adsorbed at the soil matrix

is discussed in chapter 8. First, we investigate the effective large-scale transport

behavior. Using a homogenization theory approach we derive a general upscaling

method in terms of the total mass. The asymptotic and transient behavior for

transport with spatially variable Freundlich distribution coefficient and Freundlich

exponent is studied separately. Using the results from homogenization theory the

effective transport equation is derived and considered to describe the transport for

asymptotic times and very large domains. Moreover, the transient behavior in the

first case is derived in a perturbation theory approach and an explicit solution is

presented. The effective and ensemble transport behavior for transient times in the

case of fluctuating Freundlich exponents is analyzed numerically.
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Chapter 2

Transport on mesoscopic scales

In this chapter, we derive the transport equation on mesoscopic scales by averaging

successively the underlying hierarchical system of different length scales. Starting

on the smallest length scale of adsorbing surfaces we use the theory of heterogeneous

surfaces to motivate the adsorption isotherm as the upscaled function of a general

adsorption problem. According to the specific distribution of the free energy sites

on the adsorbing surface we show how different isotherms can be generated. The

transition from the pore to the mesoscopic scale is derived by using the volume

averaging method. Here, we consider the process of bulk diffusion and advection

with a heterogeneous reaction in a porous medium and end up with the governing

equation for adsorbing solute transport on mesoscopic scales.

2.1 General definitions and boundary conditions

On mesoscopic scales, the time evolution of a solute in a porous medium with in¬

stantaneous chemical adsorption is given by an advection-dispersion equation:

0-c(x, t) + (1 - ö)p-/(c(x, t)) + V • (q - 9 D V)c(x, t) = 0. (2.1)

Here, t is time, 9 is the constant porosity of the fully saturated medium, p is the

dry matrix density, c(x,t) the dissolved concentration and /(c(x,t)) the equilibrium

adsorption isotherm. The vector q denotes the Darcy velocity which follows directly

from the local hydraulic conductivity of the medium, kf, by Darcy's law

q = kf • Vfc, (2.2)

where h stands for the piczometric head.

7
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Dividing (2.1) by 9 and performing the time derivative, the transport equation

can be rewritten as:

R(c)~c(x, t) + V (u - D • V)c(x, t) = 0 (2.3)

where the vector u = q/0 denotes the pore velocity. The tensor D characterizes the

local dispersion. It is assumed to be diagonal in a Cartesian coordinate system and

contains the diffusion coefficient Dm and the dispersivities an'.

( Dm + au\u\ 0 0

D= 0 An + araM 0 I . (2.4)

\ 0 0 Dm + a;33|u|

R(c) is the so-called retardation factor which is defined as

R(c) = (
(l-fl)ff(c(x,t)h

In many cases, linear adsorption models are employed to approximate experi¬

mental sorption data. For linearly adsorbing solutes a linear relation between the

dissolved and the adsorbed concentrations holds

f(c(x,t)) = kdc{x,t) (2.6)

with a positive distribution coefficient kd in units of [(mass/lengthd) ] in d spa¬

tial dimensions. However, there is mounting evidence of isotherm nonlinearity in

subsurface soils [46, 79, 80], Nonlinearity should in fact be expected for surface ad¬

sorption phenomena that extend over a range of significant solution concentrations

and may be exhibited for absorption into organic matrices if interactions between

sorbed solute molecules increase or decrease their affinity for those matrices.

A variety of conceptual and empirical equilibrium models for representation of

nonlinear sorption processes exists in the literature [42, 46, 47, 68], The Langmuir

model is based on an asymptotic approach to a maximum sorption capacity, Q°,
and the affinity b of the surface for the solute:

Equilibrium data are often better described by a general concentration-dependent

relationship which does not assume limited levels of sorption. In the following, we fo¬

cus our special interest and investigations on transport with an equilibrium isotherm

of Freundlich type:

f(c(x,t)) = kdc>(x,t) . (2.8)
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Here, p is the Freundlich exponent and kd the distribution coefficient in units of

[mass~p/length"p ] in d spatial dimensions.

As initial condition we assume a pulse-like injection of solute in space and time.

The Neumann boundary condition is defined as

c(xi -» dboo, t) = 0 t > 0, i = 1,2,3. (2.9)

This assumption is used for the theoretical investigations in section 3.3.1 and 6 and

the simulations of transport in a homogeneous domain in section 5.1.

We alternatively introduce a tracer uniformly distributed along the transverse

direction into a finite domain with the flux concentration cm. In this case, we assume

a Cauchy boundary condition at the inflow boundary and a vanishing concentration

gradient normal to the outflow boundary:

niuic(x,t)-ni(Dij g* ] = niUicin(x,t)S(t) at Fin (2.10)

mDi^^ = o at Tout (2.11)
dxj

The normal vector, n«, is oriented towards the outside of the domain. These assump¬

tions are applied to the numerical solution of the heterogeneous transport problem,

see section 5.2 and the analytical derivation of transport parameters in section 3.3.2.

Equation (2.1) represents an upscaled homogeneous equation including the spa¬

tial heterogeneity of the underlying medium. In the following two sections we derive

the transport equation on mesoscopic scales by successively smoothing out inhomo-

geneities on microscopic and pore-scale level. First, we consider the transition from

the micro to the pore scale and derive the Freundlich adsorption isotherm. In a

second step, the transition from the pore up to the mesoscale is investigated.

2.2 Upscaling of adsorbing surfaces

This section is concerned with adsorption processes on complex sorbents which con¬

tain energetically different microscopic sites. The averaging process over the different

adsorbing sites can lead to different adsorption isotherms, according to the distribu¬

tion of the adsorption energy. In the following, we apply the theory of heterogeneous
surfaces [40, 67] to derive the Freundlich equilibrium isotherm.

2.2.1 Theory of heterogeneous surfaces

The theory of heterogeneous surfaces deals with heterogeneous adsorption reactions

characterized by different adsorbing behavior of a solute. The adsorption is consid-
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crcd as a thcrmodynamical process that requires variable adsorption energies at dif¬

ferent sites of the adsorbing surface. Accordingly, the heterogeneity of the surface is

specified in terms of a distribution of adsorption sites with different energies. More¬

over, the adsorbing surface considered has to cover a representatively large number

of different sorption sites and the solute has to be distributed homogeneously over

the whole adsorbing surface.

Consider a surface with a large number of adsorbing sites with variable adsorption

energies q. Moreover, we assume a site energy distribution N(q) over a range of

energies, characterizing the single adsorption site. Then,

fT(c7)= dqf{qiCl)N{q) (2.12)

represents the averaged total sorption, /r(c7), of a solute on a heterogeneous surface.

Additionally, an energetically homogeneous adsorption, f(q, c7), is assumed to take

place locally. The limits on the integral are based on the minimum and maximum

adsorption energy [14]. Since these are not known a priori, it is general convenience

to let them range from qmin = 0 to qmax = oo. If the local adsorption isotherm

and the energy distribution function are known, the total adsorption isotherm can

be calculated easily. On the other hand, if fricj) is known from e.g. experimental

evidence and laboratory experiments, the energy distribution N(q) can be derived

by inversion of (2.12). For more details we refer to [14, 40, 42, 67].

Commonly, the Langmuir isotherm (2.7), which is assumed to describe sorption

on energetically uniform sites [67], is used to represent f(q, c7). The factor b in

(2.7) is a generalized form of the Langmuir energy constant, related primarily to

the characteristic site energy, EQ, the universal gas constant R and the absolute

temperature T:

fc~exp(|0. (2.13)

The constant E0 is the energy corresponding to the maximum site frequency. More¬

over, the equilibrium dissolved concentration in (2.7) is related to the energy of

adsorption [78]:
E.\ ( q*

Here, c7 is the maximum solubility of the solute in the solvent and Es the value

of the lowest realizable sorption energy. Using these approximations we can now

express the total isotherm in (2.12) as:

Q J -oo 1 + Gy exp {- RT )

c7exp ( nrT/ ] = c7exp ( —7777; ) • (214)
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2.2.2 Derivation of site energy distribution

Assume that the total isotherm in (2.15) is represented by an adsorption isotherm of

Freundlich type (2.8). In this case, we can solve equation (2.15) with respect to N(q*)
and relate the Freundlich exponent p and the Freundlich distribution coefficient kd

to the specific thermodynamic properties of the adsorbing surface.

Let the energy distribution N(q*) be given by an exponential ansatz with an

exponent proportional to p:

N(q*) ~ exp (("Aa+r1)g*) (2-16)

where p = 1 — A. Inserting (2.16) in (2.15) and substituting x = exp (— j^) we

obtain:

hie,)
/oo TA-1

RTc^bl dx —

(2.17)
7 J0 1 +

c^bx
y

Q Jo a -r l-7 i

with b as given in (2.13). Dividing by c7& we end up with an integral expression

which can be solved by means of the Residue Theorem:

7
' RT ' J

X
—

DT"
^

—— r^i

/•oo A-l _

/ dx^— = RT^r-y*-\ (2.18)
Jo y + % sin(A7r)Q°

Here, we set y = l/(c7&). Finally, the following relation results:

^-BT^—Abctf. (2.19)
Q° sin(p7r)

Consequently, the site energy distribution is given by

It is easy to recognize that the Freundlich exponent p decides on the explicit shape

of the energy distribution. As illustrated in figure 2.1, p affects the width of N(q).
Increases in p cause a narrowing of the distribution. The width of the site energy

distribution is commonly related to the range of different energy sites on the surface.

Consequently, p is an indicator of the heterogeneity of surface site energies. Processes

that increase the value of p for a given sorbent would therefore decrease the sorptive

heterogeneity. For p = 1 the site energy distribution vanishes and the resulting

total adsorption is homogeneous, described by a Langmuir model. In this case, the

adsorption takes place only on energetically uniform sites.

Adsorption experiments [79, 80] confirm the variability of the Freundlich ex¬

ponent p. It was found that the isotherm nonlinearity differs only slightly among
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10

Figure 2.1: Adsorption energy distribution resulting in a Freundlich isotherm

solutes for a particular soil but varies significantly among the soils for a given so¬

lute. If the solute moves through a soil formation which is composed of different soil

types, the Freundlich adsorption exponent can considerably vary in space.

According to expressions (2.19) and (2.20) the Freundlich distribution coefficient,

kd, can be expressed as a composed parameter incorporating the maximum sorption

capacity Q° indicating the maximum number of active sites, the sorption affinity 6,

and the heterogeneity parameter p:

kd = Q°lf. (2.21)

The parameters Q° and b describe clearly specific properties of the adsorbing mate¬

rial. Increasing Q° corresponds to an increase of sites available on the surface. The

greater the specific area of one particular soil the bigger the adsorption capacity.
The parameter b characterizes the minimum site energy and is related to the sorp¬

tion affinity of the sorbate for the sorbent. Thus, the magnitude of b depends only

on the solute and is independent on the sorbent.

q[J]
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2.3 Upscaling of the pore-scale transport equa¬

tion

On pore scale, the governing equation for a solute in a fluid-solid (7-«;-) system can

be expressed as:

—c7 + V N7 = 0 (2.22)

where c7 is the concentration of the solute in the fluid phase 7. The molar flux

N7 of the solute is a function of the velocity in the 7-phase, v7, and the diffusion

coefficient T>m:

N7 = v7 c7
- Vm Vc7. (2.23)

At the fluid-solid interface the diffusive flux is coupled to a heterogeneous chemical

reaction taking place between the solute and the solid phase. Thus, the boundary

conditions reads as

-n7«-£>mVc7 - RJK (2.24)

n7„-v7 = 0 (2.25)

where RjK denotes the heterogeneous chemical reaction. In the following, we assume

equilibrium adsorption at the 7-K interface with R1K = §j.c1K = ^/(c7). Here, /(c7)

expresses the adsorption isotherm resulting from the adsorption on single surfaces,

see section 2.2. Additionally, we treat the flow as incompressible with V v7 = 0.

The idea of the volume averaging method is to average over an appropriately

chosen, representative volume and smooth out spatial variability by including the

whole information of the underlying heterogeneous medium in effective parameters.

In the following, we use the method as presented in [81] and scale the pore-scale

equation (2.22) up to the mesoscopic scale.

First, we have to specify the averaging volume which has to be invariant with

respect to time and space. For the fluid-solid system it can be expressed as:

V = Vy + VK (2.26)

where V1 represents the volume of the 7-phase. We define the porosity as the volume

fraction of the 7-phase contained within the averaging volume:

e, =
ÏÏ. (2.27)

Further, we define the superficial average of the concentration c7 as

(c7)^i| CldV. (2.28)
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A better representation of the concentration in the 7-phase is given by the intrinsic

average concentration:

<c7r = ~ f c,dV. (2.29)

Obviously, both definitions are related to each other by the porosity:

<c7) = e7<c7)7. (2.30)

We use definitions (2.28) and (2.29) to spatially integrate equation (2.22) over

the domain V. Using Leibniz's integration rule and the boundary conditions (2.24)-

(2.25) the resulting equation reads as:

:{c7) + av— {f<jK{cy))7K + V • <v7c7) = V • I Vm I V(c7) + — / n7„c7cM

where A^K represents the area of the j-k interface contained in V and {)7„ is defined

by means of integration over A1K. The parameter av is defined as av = AjK/V.
The solute concentration c7 and the velocity v7 can be expressed as the sum of

the intrinsic average and the spatial variation from this average

c^ = (c^y + Cj (2.32)

v7 = <v7)7 + v7. (2.33)

The above expressions basically denote a decomposition of the length scales. By

construction, the intrinsic average of the fluctuating part vanishes

(c7y = 0 (2.34)

and the following relation holds

(v7c7) = e7<v7)7 (c7)7 + (v7 c). (2.35)

We assume that the characteristic length scale of the problem is much bigger

than the radius of the averaging volume. Thus, inserting (2.35) in (2.31) and using

the more natural intrinsic average, we end up with the following expression

e7|(C7)7 + av p((c7y) + V (e>7)7 <c7)7) =

-V <v7c7) + V ( Vm I e7V{c7)7 + - J n.

(2.36)

'yft Cy CL-f\. I I U.

The derivation of (2.36) is demonstrated in more details in appendix A.
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Equation (2.36) can be expressed in a closed form if the solution of c7 is known.

The development of the closure problem follows the method outlined by [19, 59].
In this approach, one inserts the decomposition ansatz (2.32) into the governing

equation (2.22) and the boundary condition (2.24):

qI^i)1 + gld-r + V ' (Vt + v7{c7)7 + <v7)7c7 + (v7)7(c7)7) =

and

V-(X>mV(c7)7) + V-(£>wVc7)

-n7K • VmVc7 - ^/«c7>7 + ~ci) = nv* • £>mV<c7)7. (2.38)

In order to reduce the equation only to dominant sources of the c7-field we form

the intrinsic average of (2.37). Using the length-scale constraint from appendix A

the resulting problem is given as:

è / (I"7 - v &<* VÊ7) + v •((V7>7^ + v • ^<c7>7)) =

VJy,\dt / (2.39)

!<c7>7 - V (Vm V<c7>7) + V • «v7>7 <c7)7 + V • (vtC7).

This equation can be used to replace the corresponding terms on the r.h.s. in (2.39)
and (2.37) by the integral expression on the l.h.s. of (2.39). We obtain the following

integro-differential equation

—c7 + v7V(c7)7 - V - (2>mVc7) = -*- / (V «v7)7c7 - V (UmVcy)). (2.40)

The treatment of the last term in (2.40) follows again by using Leibniz's integration
rule. Moreover, on the 7-« interface the dominating process is the diffusion which

allows us to discard the advective flux there. Using the decomposed boundary

condition (2.38), we finally end up with:

-c7 + v7V(c7)7 - V (£>mVc7) =

1 / dir (2-41)
-

J n1K VmV(c,ydA +Q-tyjA /(ta)7 + c,)dA

Obviously, for linear adsorption reactions and by replacing { )7K, by ( )7 (see ap¬

pendix A) the last term on the r.h.s. in (2.41) becomes a function of (cy)7 [59]. For

nonlinear adsorption isotherms we assume then

c7 < <e7)7 (2.42)
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and use a Taylor series expansion, see appendix A. Therefore, the reaction term

can be approximated by dtl/V fv /((c7)7 + Cj)dA « dt a„(/((c7)7))7. Thus, the

auxiliary equation is written as:

^c7 + v7V(c7)7 - V • (PmVc7) = -Vf7 • VmV(c,y + a„</«c7>7))7. (2.43)

Obviously, the solution of c7 is a function of (c7)7. Moreover, considering the bound¬

ary condition it takes the following form:

c7 = b V(c7)7 + s~{Ciy + tl>. (2.44)

Here, b and s are referred to as closure variables and ip is a constant arbitrary

function. As shown in [59] the order of magnitude of s is much smaller than that of

b. Thus, the second term in (2.44) can be neglected.

The solution of c7 fulfills equation (2.43). Furthermore, c7 is used to write the

closed form of the volume-averaged transport equation (2.36)

e7^{c7)7 + av |/((c7>7) + V • (t7{v7)7 <c7>7) - V (e7D* • V^)7) = 0. (2.45)

Here, D* is the total dispersion tensor which consists of three components:

"DE ('
D* = £>mE + -^- / n1KbdA - (v7 b)7. (2.46)

The first and second terms represent an effective diffusion which is increased com¬

pared to the pore-scale diffusion; the third term expresses the hydromechanic dis¬

persion which is mainly responsible for the spreading process. Obviously, the total

dispersion tensor depends on the geometry of the fluid-solid system.

Equation (2.45) represents an advection-dispcrsion equation for the time evolu¬

tion of a solute on mesoscopic scales and undergoing equilibrium adsorption reaction.



Chapter 3

Transport in homogeneous media

In this chapter we focus on transport in homogeneous media where the solute is

transported with a constant velocity and adsorbs uniformly on the soil matrix. Even

in homogeneous media there are significant differences between transport behavior

with linear and nonlinear adsorption. Linear transport processes are mainly char¬

acterized by dispersive spreading leading to a Gaussian concentration profile. In

contrast, transport with a Freundlich-type adsorption is dominated by nonlinear re¬

tardation effects resulting in an asymmetric concentration distribution. In this case,

there is no unique relationship between spatial or temporal moments of dissolved

concentrations and transport parameters. For this reason, we introduce in the fol¬

lowing a new methodology for identification of transport parameters and express

the transport velocity and dispersion coefficients in terms of generalized temporal

or spatial moments.

3.1 Characterization of transport with linear ad¬

sorption

Transport processes with linear adsorption are characterized by a constant retarda¬

tion factor R = 1 + ^-Lpkd. Assuming a point-like instantaneous injection of solute,

the transport equation (2.3) is solved by a Gaussian concentration distribution. The

distribution is completely described by its center of mass and its width. The center

of mass is defined as the first spatial moment of the concentration distribution

1 / \
I Lv •X' *A/^y^\J\-^ b)

whereas the width is the square root of the second central moment defined as

2f.y. _ fddXx]c(x,t) //ddX XjC(x,t)\2 . ,

KiiW
~

fd*xc(x,t) V fddxc(x,t) ) • l }

17
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All higher spatial cumulants vanish. By time derivation the transport parameters

follow as

~ = dtK\{t)] ^ = \dt.l(t); ^ = \dt4M ^f = ^4.(*)- (3-3)

Hence, a unique relation between spatial moments on one hand and transport

parameters on the other exists: The first moment determines the transport velocity,

the second the dispersion coefficients. In transport simulations this relation is used

in order to identify transport parameters from concentration data, especially for

transport in heterogeneous media where no analytical solution of the concentration

is known.

3.2 Characterization of transport with nonlinear

adsorption

Transport with nonlinear adsorption is characterized by a concentration-dependent

retardation. If the adsorption is given by an isotherm of Freundlich type, the retar¬

dation factor reads as:

R(c) = (l + {^)lppkdt?-1(x,t)^ . (3.4)

For p < 1 equation (3.4) implies that smaller concentration values are stronger

retarded than larger ones leading to an asymmetric concentration profile. For an

instantaneous point-like injection of solute the self-sharpening concentration profile

results in a steep front and an extremely broad concentration tail behind the front. A

numerical solution of (2.3) for p = 0.5 is shown in figure 3.1 where a typical concen¬

tration profile is plotted along the longitudinal £i-axis. At the front, self-sharpening

and longitudinal dispersion effects balance out. For permanently injected solute the

width of the front does not grow with time but reaches a fixed value which essentially

depends on the longitudinal dispersion coefficient [76]. For a point-like injection we

calculate the steepness at the front as the relative concentration decrease at the

front edge, see figure 3.1. As shown in figure 3.2, for small travel distances disper¬

sive spreading and self-sharpening compete with each other. With travel distance

the influence of the nonlinear retardation increases. Finally, dispersive spreading

and self-sharpening balance out and a constant front angle results.

Even for transport in homogeneous media no explicit solution of equation (2.3) is

known due to the nonlinearity of the transport equation in terms of the concentration
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Figure 3.1: Concentration distribution for transport with Freundlich adsorption after

t = 7 x 108s (p = 0.5, pkd = 0.53 (g/m)°-5,ç/é> = 1.2 x 10"5m/s, an = 0.055 m.

Illustration of the relative concentration decrease per cell Ar/

distribution. Only asymptotic solutions can be derived using scaling analysis, see

e.g. [27, 39]. The strong asymmetry of the profile shows in the spatial moments as

well: The mth (central) moment for the one-dimensional concentration is given by

{ut)pMl-p9\m
Km(t) -

fWJr "»)
K {t) ~

[(l-9)pkd) L/„ (3.5)

with constants Cm ^ 0 and total mass M. In contrast to linear transport theory,

higher cumulants do not vanish and, as can be seen from the power law of time in

(3.5), no moment becomes irrelevant with large times. In other words, all cumulants

are necessary in order to describe the shape of the profile properly which clearly is

a consequence of the extremely asymmetric concentration distribution. Besides,

(3.5) demonstrates that even if it is possible to identify the transport velocity u

by analyzing the first spatial moment, standard spatial moment analysis is not

appropriate to identify in a unique way dispersion coefficients. The longitudinal

spreading of the plume is dominated by nonlinear retardation effects. Longitudinal

dispersive effects play only a minor role in spatial moments.

This is illustrated in figure 3.3 where the second longitudinal moment divided by

tp is plotted against time for two different longitudinal dispersion coefficients both

for transport with linear and nonlinear adsorption. The longitudinal dispersion

coefficients differ by a factor 10. However, in the case of nonlinear adsorption the

second spatial moments do not quantitatively show the difference. In our opinion,
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traveling distance [m]

Figure 3.2: Relative concentration decrease per cell as function of the traveling
distance of the plume

it implies that standard spatial moments should not be used to infer dispersion

coefficients.

3.3 Identification of transport parameters

Therefore, we propose to identify transport parameters directly from the homoge¬

neous advection-dispersion equation (2.1) by multiplying it with powers of the space

vector xk or time tk and following integration over space or time. Consequently, the

identification method leads to expressions which depend on dissolved as well as

adsorbed concentrations.

3.3.1 Definition of transport parameters by means of gen¬

eral spatial moments

To obtain the transport velocity in the «-direction we multiply the transport equation

(2.1) by Xi, the ith component of the space vector, and integrate over space. Using

Gauss theorem the integral over the dispersive term vanishes and we obtain the

expression

dt f ddx Xi ( c(x, t) + KdcP(x, t))
Ui =

/ ddxc{x, t)
(3.6)
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Figure 3.3: Longitudinal second spa¬

tial moment divided by tp against time

for two different longitudinal disper¬
sion coefficients for transport with lin¬

ear and nonlinear adsorption, double-

logarithmic plot, p = 0.5
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Figure 3.4: Evaluation of formula (3.7)
for transport with linear and nonlinear

adsorption and two different longitudi¬
nal coefficients, p = 0.5

For shorter notation we define Kd = (1 — 9) pkd/9. Analogously, we define the

dispersion by multiplication with x\ and integrating over space. We end up with

DT
dtJ'ddxx'^c{x,t) + Kdcp(x7t)^ fddxxtc{x,t)

2 / ddxc(x, t)
~

U%

f ddxc(x, t)
' (3.7)

The difference between standard spatial moment analysis and our definition is

that in (3.6) and (3.7) we use the spatial moments of the total concentration nor¬

malized by the mobile mass instead of normalized spatial moments of the mobile

concentration. In [41] it was stated that the total concentration is extremely useful

in the analysis of non-ideal systems such as multiphase systems. Global moments

of dissolved and adsorbed concentrations were also used in [15, 75] for investigation
of solute transport in chemically heterogeneous media.

At first glance, the difference might appear minor. But if we apply the new iden¬

tification rule to the same dissolved solute concentration data as used for figure 3.3

we become aware of its relevance. The result is plotted in figure 3.4. In contrast to

figure 3.3, the longitudinal dispersion coefficients are now identified very precisely.

It demonstrates that the rules (3.6) and (3.7) are appropriate to quantify the trans¬

port velocity and the dispersion coefficients correctly. Note that for p = 1, (3.6)
and (3.7) reduce to the usual identification of transport parameters for transport in

uniform flow fields.
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Definitions (3.6) and (3.7) can easily be generalized in case of transport situations

with different isotherms. Only the term Kdc?(x,t) in the integrals above has to be

replaced by another isotherm /(c(x, £)):

Ui =
_dtfddxxi(c(x,t) + f(c(x,t))}

f ddxc(x, t)
(3.8)

and

Da

dt J ddxx\ (c(x, t) + /(c(x, *))) dt J ddx, Xi (c(x, t) + /(c(x, t)))
,. ., ; ^

-Ui ^-r;
T—i

- (3.9)
2 j ddxc(x, t)

"*

/ ddxc(x, t)

The isotherm /(c) may describe Langmuir type sorption processes or first-order ki¬

netic sorption. In the latter case, the isotherm is an integral expression of the mobile

concentration and therefore nonlocal in time. However, the general definitions (3.8)
and (3.9) also hold in these cases.

new identification rule

spatial moments

theoretical value

O OS-

new identification rule

spatial moments

- theoretical value

IN

Figure 3.5: Evaluation of the dispersion
coefficient for a transport with Lang¬
muir adsorption using formula (3.9) and

the second central moment (Q° = 7.5 x

10"3, b = 50 (g/m)"1)

Figure 3.6: Evaluation of the disper¬
sion coefficient for a transport with first

order kinetic adsorption using formula

(3.9) and the second central moment

(ß = Ze- 04s-1)

In figure 3.5 we plot the dispersion coefficient for adsorbing transport with a

Langmuir isotherm calculated by using equation (3.9) on the one hand and the

second central moment on the other hand. As we can see, the identification of the

dispersion coefficient by means of equation (3.9) does not depend on the asymmetry

in the concentration profile for small times. In contrast, the second central moment

fails to reproduce the correct dispersion value. For small concentrations, respectively

longer travel distances, the Langmuir isotherm converges towards a linear adsorption
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isotherm and the front shape becomes Gaussian. Consequently, the second central

moment converges to the theoretically expected value.

The same behavior can be observed for transport with first order kinetic ad¬

sorption plotted in figure 3.6. Obviously, the standard spatial moment analysis

overestimates the theoretical value of the dispersion coefficient, quite contrary to

the identification by using equation (3.9).

3.3.2 Definition of transport parameters by means of gen¬

eral temporal moments

The method presented above can be extended for identification of transport param¬

eters from temporal moments of breakthrough curves characterized by the inflow-

outflow boundary conditions as given in (2.10)-(2.11).

For this reason, we multiply (2.1) and (2.10)-(2.11) by powers of time tk and

integrate over time. We end up with steady-state equations for the ftth temporal

moment of dissolved concentrations (k = 0,1,2) defined at location Xi in the domain:

mk = / dttkc(xht). (3.10)
Jo

Furthermore, temporal moments of adsorbed concentrations are determined as

/•oo

mfs= / dttkcf{xi,t). (3.11)
Jo

The resulting equations with respect to the first and second temporal moment

read as:

m0 + Kdmfs (3.12)

0 at Tin (3.13)

0 at rout. (3.14)

2m! + 2Kdmfs (3.15)

0 at Tin (3.16)

0 at rout (3.17)

Using the relationship ni2C = m% - m\(mo and substituting (3.12) into (3.15) we

obtain the steady-state equation for the second central moment, m2c, and the cor¬

ds* («»mi - DijdXjmi)

UiUi'irii - Ui (Dijd^rrii)

mDijdx mi

dXl (ui'm2 - DijdXjm2)
niUim2 - ni (DijdXjm2)

niDijdxm2
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responding boundary conditions:

dxAuim2c - Dijdxm2C) = 2^ldXimidxmi
mo

-2Kd (^£ - m»A (3.18)
V m J

7iiUi7n2c - rii (DijdXjni2c) = 0 at rin (3.19)

niDijd,x.m2c = 0 at rout- (3.20)

The next steps are obvious: Integrating (3.12) over Xi and using the boundary

conditions (3.13)-(3.14) we end up with an expression for the groundwater velocity
in longitudinal direction:

m°
, v

foXi(ixi ads

Ui
=
—Xi + K/°

~~^
. (3.21)

mi mi

The longitudinal dispersion coefficient follows similarly from (3.18)-(3.20) and is

given as:

D
=^M+2^^^(^-<H))

(322)
2 S^dx,i(m0 + Kämfa)2

Our identification analysis is an extension of the general Taylor-Aris analysis

presented in [15, 18] to nonlinearly adsorbing transport. The difference to nonreac-

tive transport is that expressions (3.21) and (3.22) comprise temporal moments of

dissolved as well as adsorbed concentrations. Considering nonlinear transport phe¬

nomena, this is a very essential point in the computation of transport parameters.

If as is widely done in common literature only temporal or spatial moments of dis¬

solved concentrations are analyzed the actual value of the transport parameters can

not be calculated properly. This applies especially to calculations of the dispersion

coefficients which can be very crucial for many practical applications where retar¬

dation effects depend on the actual concentration magnitude, see e.g. [9, 13, 18] or

nonlinear chemical reactions in general.



Chapter 4

Stochastic modeling

Natural aquifers show a wide range of spatial variety in the underlying formation

materials and their physical and chemical properties. Usually, they can be modeled

as heterogeneous porous media characterized by spatially fluctuating parameters.

Physical heterogeneity is commonly associated with the spatial variability in the

hydraulic conductivity field. Chemical heterogeneity (as produced by nonuniform

distribution of reactive materials) can strongly affect the overall mobility of con¬

taminants in the subsurface. In this work it is associated with variable Freundlich

distribution coefficient kd = kd(x) or Freundlich exponent p = p(x).

4.1 Equivalent homogeneous medium

Transport behavior on scales larger than the typical length scale of heterogeneity

can be analyzed using a stochastic modeling approach: In a stochastic approach the

spatially fluctuating parameter is considered to be a random field Z(x) representing

a single realization of a stochastic process out of the ensemble of all possible real¬

izations with given statistical properties. Such statistical information is in general
accessible experimentally, whereas there is no intention to resolve the exact spatial

structure of a given realization. Thus, the random field is described by the probabil¬

ity distribution P(Z(x)) where P(Z)dZ denotes the probability that the property

Z lies between Z and Z+dZ. The average over the probability distribution is equiv¬

alent to an average over the ensemble of all possible realizations of the parameter

Z(x). The average of functions f(Z(x)) over the probability function

j dZP(Z)f(Z) = f (4.1)

25
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is denoted as ensemble averaged quantity. The corresponding correlation function

is given as

w(x - x') = j dZP(Z) f(Z(x))f(Z(x')). (4.2)

Due to the assumed stationarity of the stochastic process, the two-point correlation

function is a function of the distance x — x' only.

The ensemble averaged quantities reflect the statistical properties of the ensem¬

ble. In contrast, the transport parameters in one realization, which we are mainly

interested in, depend on the given spatial distribution of the heterogeneities and

consequently fluctuate around the ensemble averaged quantities. However, under

ergodic conditions the stochastic process approaches its mean value. This so-called

self-averaging property makes the stochastic modeling approach very useful for rep¬

resenting processes also in a single realization.

For many practical applications it is significant to study the impact that the

small-scale variations might have on the large-scale transport behavior avoiding

costly computer simulations of the fully heterogeneous medium. In linear trans¬

port theory it is convenient to characterize the large-scale transport by the same

type of differential equation as on small scales replacing the pore-scale parameters

by appropriately averaged parameters using the crgodicity of the medium [21, 38],
This upscaled large-scale equation is known as the so-called equivalent homogeneous

equation.

4.2 Ensemble and effective parameters

In this work, large-scale transport parameters are defined following the concept of

ensemble [21, 38] and effective [2, 26, 29, 62, 82, 83] transport parameters. These

two quantities are based on two conceptually different ensemble averaging procedure

and have widely been discussed for linear transport processes.

In order to demonstrate the difference between Dens and Deff we consider the

purely advective conservative transport in a physically heterogeneous medium. In

figure 4.1 we illustrate the advective transport of a point-like tracer in a heteroge¬

nous velocity field. Every streamline represents a single realization of the medium.

If we perform the ensemble average over the ensemble of different streamlines we end

up with the ensemble averaged concentration related to the ensemble dispersion. As

plotted in figure 4.2 it is widely spread. This is an artificial effect caused by fluctu¬

ations of the center-of-mass positions of the concentration distribution in different

realizations of the heterogeneous medium. This effect is suppressed in the effective

dispersion coefficient because the center-of-mass positions are superimposed before
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of ensemble and effective mixing behavior for purely advec¬

tive conservative transport (D = 0)

———^- ensemble mixing

k --«.-.» effective mixing

ensemble average

effective average

Figure 4.2: Ensemble and effective dis- Figure 4.3: Ensemble and effective dis¬

persion coefficient for purely advective persion coefficient with non-vanishing
conservative transport transverse dispersion
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performing the average. As we can see in figure 4.2, the averaged concentration dis¬

tribution in this case is unspread indicating vanishing effective dispersion. Moreover,

it is the physically reasonable quantity because there is no spreading mechanism in

the transport system. However, if the solute is spread over many different flow

paths, corresponding to transport with non-vanishing local transverse dispersion,

the center-of-mass differences will be smoothed out. For very long times resp. very

long travel distances, the ensemble average reflects the effective mixing process in

the transport system. Ensemble and effective transport parameters become equiv¬

alent. For transient times, however, effective and ensemble transport parameters

differ from each other. This behavior is illustrated in figure 4.3.



Chapter 5

Numerical methods and setup

The transport equation (2.1) has in general no explicit solution. For this reason, the

homogeneous and the heterogeneous transport problem with Freundlich adsorption

is solved using numerical methods. The numerical solution of the concentration

field is used in later chapters for calculation of effective and ensemble transport

parameters.

We use the numerical code MODFLOW [52] for numerical calculation of the

Darcy velocity field. The transport problem is solved by means of the numerical

code MT3DMS which uses a fixed grid system based on a block-centered formula¬

tion. The advective part is solved by upstream finite differences with a Courant

number Co = 0.1 in the homogeneous case and Co = 0.75 for heterogeneous media.

The advantage of the upstream weighting scheme is the oscillation-free solution.

However, the solution of the advection term is accurate to the first order, and can

lead to significant numerical dispersion in advection-dominated problems. The solu¬

tion of the resulting matrix equations is performed by using of a generalized conju¬

gate gradient solver with a Jacobi preconditioning. The GCG method is an iterative

algorithm which solves linear systems of equations with non-symmetric coefficient

matrix implicitly without any stability constraints. Using a GCG preconditioning

method can significantly increase the convergence speed of the iterative solution and

reduce the memory requirements.

Space and time discretization are specified in such a way, that the grid Peclet

number is smaller than 2. The dispersion is implemented implicitly.

5.1 Numerical solution of homogeneous transport

The homogeneous transport problem is solved in a two-dimensional domain resolved

by 1000 by 500 cells of grid size Aa; = 0.1 m in a^-direction and Ay = 0.5 m in re¬

direction. Assuming a constant head gradient and a constant hydraulic conductivity

29
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Parameter Value

*/ 10"4m/s
9 0.1

u 1.2 x 10"5m/s
au 0.055 m

«22 0.055 m

czn 0.05 g/m2
P 1.6 x 106g/m2
V 0.5

kd 3 x 10"7 (g/m2)~p

Table 5.1: Parameters for the numerical calculation of the two-dimensional homo¬

geneous problem

we model a uniform steady state flow field in the ei— direction. The solute initial

condition is considered as a Dirac pulse in space and time. The necessary simulation

parameters can be found in table 5.1.

S, 07

o

nonlinear case p=0 5

u-1 2S-05 m/s

n o(icr7)

linear case

nonlinear case

D-Êito 07 rA

t[S]

Figure 5.1: Comparison between calcu¬

lated and simulated groundwater veloc¬

ity for transport with linear and nonlin¬

ear (p = 0.5) adsorption

Figure 5.2: Comparison between cal¬

culated and simulated dispersion coeffi¬

cient for transport with linear and non¬

linear (p = 0.5) adsorption

The numerical calculation of transport with nonlinear adsorption is not a trivial

problem. Even if the numerical flow and transport criteria are satisfied, numerical

dispersion occurs. The homogeneous simulation data are used to quantify the impact

of numerical dispersion by using the identification rules in section 3. In figure 5.1

and 5.2, the theoretical and the actual transport velocity and longitudinal dispersion

coefficients are plotted. The difference between both allows to quantify numerical
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Parameter Value

kf 10"4 m/s

a) (In kf) 0.12

'•x
lm

ly 0.5 m

9 0.1

ü 10"5 m/s
Qu 0.055 m

«22 0.0055 m

cin 1 g/m2
P 2000 g/m2
P 0.75

kd 7.5 x 10"5 (g/m2)

Table 5.2: Parameters for the numerical calculation of the two-dimensional hetero¬

geneous problem

effects, which later have to be taken into account in the interpretation of effective and

ensemble transport parameters. Our a-posteriori check of the transport parameters

is very sensitive and allows to validate numerical simulations.

5.2 Numerical solution of heterogeneous trans¬

port

5.2.1 Variable velocity field

A two-dimensional log-normally distributed hydraulic conductivity field is consid¬

ered to represent a sufficiently large sector of a heterogeneous aquifer, covering 36

correlation lengths in longitudinal and 100 correlation lengths in transverse direction.

The random field is generated within the code FGEN [63] which uses a fast Fourier

method to generate correlated stationary random fields with given mean, variance,

correlation length and distribution type. One sample realization of the stochasti¬

cally distributed conductivity field is shown in figure 5.3. According to Darcy's law,

regions of higher hydraulic conductivity correspond to higher values of the cell ve¬

locity. The domain contains 360 by 500 cells of grid size Ax = Ay = 0.1 m. The

mean of the spatially variable flow field is constructed to align with the Xi-direction.

The solute is released instantaneously in time and uniformly over the whole inflow

boundary. The simulation parameters can be found in table 5.2. For compari¬

son we simulate two different situations: conservative transport and transport with

nonlinear adsorption of Freundlich type.
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Figure 5.3: Two-dimensional log-normally distributed hydraulic conductivity field

kf = 10-4m/s, aj - 0.12, I,, = 1 m, lv = 0.5 m

5.2.2 Variable Freundlich exponent

The numerical solution of transport with spatially variable Freundlich exponent is

performed in a two-dimensional domain as described in section 5.2.1. The domain in¬

cludes 36 correlation lengths in longitudinal direction and 40 in transverse direction.

In order to ensure only positive values of p, the heterogeneous Freundlich exponent

field is assumed by construction to be log-normally distributed with a mean value

p = 0.75 and a variance a^ = 0 12. The solute is injected into the domain as a

line over the transverse direction instantaneously in space and time with the initial

concentration cm = lg/m2. The influence of the transverse mixing on the oveiall

solute behavior is studied by comparison of simulations with three different values

of the transverse dispersivity a22 = 10"4, 0.0055, 0.055 m. All the other parameters

are kept as given in table 5.1. A more extensive discussion of the results is presented

in section 8.3.



Chapter 6

Transport in physically

heterogeneous media

In this chapter we derive ensemble and effective transport parameters for transport

in a physically heterogeneous medium associated with log-normally distributed con¬

ductivities in space [36, 71]. Consequently, the groundwater velocity varies locally,

u = u(x). Furthermore, the effect of variations in the porosity 9 and the local

dispersion coefficient Dij is assumed insignificant compared to the influence of the

hydraulic conductivity variations [29, 37]. Therefore, these parameters can be taken

to be constant. For the spatially fluctuating velocity field we assume that small

deviations from the mean flow field occur:

u(x) = ü + ü(x) . (6.1)

By construction, one has ü(x) = 0. The corresponding velocity correlation functions

arc denoted by

u. (x)üj(x')=wij(x-x'). (6.2)

6.1 Definition of large-scale transport parameters

We propose to define large-scale transport parameters by using expressions (3.6) and

(3.7) and average them over an ensemble of possible realizations of the medium. We

follow the concept of effective and ensemble averaging from section 4.2 and define

effective transport parameters as

uf
,dt /ddxXi (c(x, t) + KdcP(x,t)V

=

V Jfa(x,t) ) (6'3)

33
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and

dt$ddxxl{c{x,t) + KdcA^t)) fd*xxiC{x,t)\
Dii~[ 2fddxc(x,t) ) \Ui jddxc(x,t) J' { }

They have to be distinguished from the ensemble transport parameters which follow

from ensemble averaging the transport equation as e.g. presented in [21, 38]. The

effective velocity and the ensemble velocity are equivalent, ueff = uens. However, we

introduce the ensemble dispersion coefficient as

=

dtfddxx*(c(x,t) + Kdcr>(x,t))
^

(Jddxxjc(x,t^
li ~\ 2jddxc{x,t) ) * V fd*xc{x,t) )' K '

Obviously, Dens differs from the effective dispersion coefficient in the second term

where the averaged velocity is used. In general, ensemble dispersion coefficients

tend to overestimate the impact of heterogeneities on the dispersive mixing process

describing artificial ensemble averaging effects. Especially, the real mixing behavior

at the concentration front is much better described by the effective than by the

ensemble dispersion coefficient which can be very essential in modeling reactive

transport. This is the subject of section 7.

Note that for p = 1 in (6.5) and (6.4) the difference between ensemble and

effective parameters reduces to the well-known difference in linear transport theory

[2, 29].

In the following, we use lowest order perturbation theory to solve expressions

(6.3)-(6.5) and end up with explicit results for the asymptotic and transient behav¬

ior of the ensemble and effective dispersion coefficients. The analytical results are

verified in a semi-analytical approach. The relevance of the method for a single

realization is investigated in a numerical framework.

6.2 Perturbation theory

Equation (2.1) has no simple closed solution. From linear transport theories we

are familiar with this problem. Alternatively, one solves equations for transport

in mildly heterogeneous media in perturbation theory: The solution is expanded

around the homogeneous theory with respect to small variances in the fluctuating

log-conductivity fields. Therefore, we construct a perturbation theory in terms of

ü(x) and expand c(x, t) around the homogeneous concentration, c0(x, t), by using a
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functional Taylor expansion:

/ \ / X
SC(X, t) .

-. , I ix

c(x,t) = Co(x,t) + j-^-j-\ü=o-Ui(x\t') +

= c0(x,£)+Cl(x,t) + c2(x, *) + .... (6.6)

We define

/^L|fis0 = / ddx'dt' /C.(X;^k=0 • • • «;(x', t>d(x - x') <S*(t - f) (6.7)
ô^(x',f) y a«i(x',t')

where ...|û=o means the evaluation at vanishing fluctuating velocity fields. A series

in orders of ü results. The terms C\ and c2 denote the lowest order corrections to

the homogeneous solution. c\ depends linearly, c2 in second order on ü. For small

variations of the velocity we neglect corrections of higher order.

The expansion (6.6) of the concentration field is inserted into the transport

equation (2.1). Additionally, the nonlinear term cp is also expanded with respect to

the fluctuating velocity field,

d> = cg+pcg^d + peg"1«* + p(p-l)cT2c2 + ... (6.8)

with Co, Ci and c2 functions of x and t. Collecting all terms of the same order in the

fluctuating velocity field, Ü, each order has to vanish separately and we end up with

the following hierarchy of differential equations

-(c0 + K^)+V-(ü-D-v)co = 0 (6.9)

^(c1+^pcg-1c1)+V-(ïï-D.V)c1 = -üVco (6.10)

jt [c2 + Kdpc»-1C2) + V • (u - D v) e2 = -ÜVd - dt (Kdp{p - ljcg^c2)
! (6.11)

Again, c0, c-\ and c2 depend on x and t. The first equation is the transport equation

in a homogeneous medium where the fluctuating part of the velocity field is zero.

The second equation is an equation in first order in Ü. We start with the discussion

of the second equation. Assuming that the large-scale concentration Cq~ does not

change in time with respect to the typical time scale of variations in the fluctuating

concentration Ci, we can use Green's theory formalism for the solution of (6.10).

Accordingly, c,\ is given by the convolution integral

ci(x,t) = - Iddx' t ^o(x,x',t,t')u(x',t')Vc0(x',0- (6.12)
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The Green's function g0 solves

(1 + KdP(f0-') -g0 + V (ü - D - v)so = <Kx - x') ö(t - t') (6.13)

Furthermore, expression (6.6) is inserted into the expressions for the transport pa¬

rameters uf13, D? and D*f. After some manipulations we finally end up with an

expansion for the ensemble averaged transport velocity

„ens/^ _

- r
,

fddXXtüj{x)VCi(x,t)
_

Ul (t) - t*,^ +

KWM)
= M*,i + <K (6-14)

and for the dispersion coefficients with

nensM n x
1 / <fa2 fij(x) Vd(x, t)

]
J ddX Xj C0(X, tyufjt)

f
Uu (t)

- Dada--
jddxCo{Xjt)

+

fd*xco(x,t)
(b-l0)

DBS(t) = Dem(t)
f dd'XXi Cl^X' ^ ^ ^^'^(x)Vc°(x' *)

(6.16)

^/ddxc0(x,t)y
The detailed derivation of the expressions above can be found in appendix B.

These closed results for effective as well as for ensemble transport parameters are a

novelty in the literature as far as nonlinearly adsorbing transport is concerned.

6.3 Correlation function

To evaluate wfns, Ds and D-f explicitly, we have to specify the spatial correlation

function of the fluctuating velocity field. We choose a Gaussian shaped function

Wij{x-x) = aju'Pijix-xjexpi -2 )exp( j-r^M cxp(-—^ )
lh Lh lv

(6.17)
with anisotropic correlation lengths lh in horizontal and lv in vertical direction of

the medium, a2, is the variance of the log-conductivity fields. The operator Pij
ensures divergence free velocity fields. Its explicit form is given for an isotropic field

in appendix C.

6.4 Purely advective transport

In this section we focus on purely advective transport of solutes (neglecting small

scale dispersive spreading of the plume, D = 0). In this case, the explicit form of c0

is known and the transport parameters can be evaluated explicitly.
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To find explicit results for the transport velocity wfls and the dispersion coeffi¬

cients D^ and Dff, (6.12) is inserted into (6.14) - (6.16). In leading time order,

ufia can be written as

uf»(t) = uiôv-SuTit)

f ddx f ddx' fQ dt'go(x, x', t, t')wAx - x')dx> c0(x', t)
Ui6iti

f ddxcQ(x, t)

(6.18)

and analogously the dispersion coefficients as

f ddxxi J ddx' J* dt'g0(x, x', t, t')wij(x - x')^'.c0(x', t)
D°r(t) « Do5,

j a-xco {X, i)

(6.19)

J"
ddxco (x, t)

f ddxXiCo(x,t)6u?*{t)

fddxco(x,t)

f ddxxi f ddx' /„* dt'go{x, x', t)wy(x' - x")<%c0(x', t') J ddx"c0{x", t)

(fddxc0{x,t)^
(6.20)

by localizing time integrals as

/ dt'g0{x,x',t,t')co(x',t') « Co{x',t) f eft'.9o(x,x',M') . (6.21)
Jo Jo

Expression (6.21) becomes exact for large times, t —> oo.

For Co we use the one-dimensional analytical solution [12, 27, 39], given as:

c0(v,x2,x9) = ^-S(x2)S(xs) with V=p,0p_l£M1-pxi- (6-22)

Here, v0 is the algebraic function

voimi) = { ^ ^ ^ < % = ^"1(1 ~ P)_(1_P)
(6-23)

and M is the total mass. The last condition follows from the requirement of total

solute mass conservation

/ dr] i%(pn) = ! (6-24)

Additionally, we have to specify the function g0. In linear approximation, the Green's

function g0 equals the concentration c0-
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6.4.1 Transport velocity

Using translation invariance of the velocity correlations as well as of the concentra¬

tion distribution and applying Gauss' theorem we shift the inner partial derivative

in (6.18). The second term in (6.18) vanishes and leads to

ur(t) = üiöiA. (6.25)

As expected, the transport velocity is given by the averaged velocity of the ground

water flow. One finds the same result in linear transport theory [37]. This result is

consistent with simulations which have been performed by [1, 12]. Numerically, they

calculated nonlinear adsorbing concentration profiles for solutes injected instanta¬

neously and point-like in heterogeneous media. They evaluated averaged spatial

moments and found reasonable good fits for the averaged first spatial moment by

the first spatial moment of an equivalent homogeneous concentration which is trans¬

ported with the averaged velocity ïï.

6.4.2 Dispersion coefficients

The result for the transport velocity can be used for a simplification of the integral

expressions for the ensemble and effective dispersion coefficients. Inserting Sufns = 0

in (6.19) and (6.20) and using again the Gauss' theorem in order to shift the inner

partial derivative, we obtain the following integral expressions for £>-fs and D^f :

Du+ I dt'I'ddxwü(x)gö{xj) (6.26)

DT(t) ~ (6-27)

/ ddx ddx' ddx" c0(x, t) /„* dt'wu(x - x")g0(x' - x", t - t')c0(x", t')

(f ddxco(x,t))2

We start with the explicit evaluation of the longitudinal ensemble dispersion

coefficient, Df°s. Inserting expression (6.22) into (6.26), performing time integration

and the spatial integration over the x2 coordinate we obtain

DlT(t) = Du+ f dt'f dxiWn(x)co(x,t')

= Dn + V-o}ûlh J dr)vl{m)F{mt). (6.28)

where the spatial coordinate Xi is rewritten in terms of the dimensionless variable

DT{t)

Dfit)
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m defined in (6.22). The function F(r},t) is given in two spatial dimensions by

F(rht) = erf ( ^ | + (6.29)

2 ^p(-f) ^p(-f) 11

A y/8B3 V2B

3/h

v/8£3
'

V%B
+

and B = ^"Mpg^
M p- The time behavior of D^s is essentially determined by the

time behavior of the function F(r/, t): For very long times, t —> oo, the error function

in (6.29) becomes one, all other terms vanish and F(n t) approaches the constant

value one. The integral of v$ over the coordinate 77 is 1 (total mass conservation)
and the longitudinal ensemble averaged dispersion coefficient is simply given by

D?f(oo,p) = Dn + ^-a)ulh = D(oc,p = 1). (6.30)

The result is identical to the asymptotic behavior of linearly adsorbing transport

[21, 37].
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Figure 6.1: Longitudinal ensemble dispersion coefficients against time in the case

D = 0 for different Freundlich exponents: p = 1,0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5

For finite times we can evaluate the integrals in (6.28) as well, leading to an

explicit result for the transient behavior of Dff(t). Its explicit form is rather com¬

plicated and is stated in appendix D only. The time behavior of Ds(t) is plotted
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in figure 6.1. For different values of the Freundlich exponent p the asymptotic dis¬

persion coefficient is independent of p but is approached at different times: The

smaller p, the stronger is the nonlinear character of the transport process and the

concentration movement becomes more strongly retarded. In order to approach the

asymptotic behavior, the solute concentration has to sample at least several corre¬

lation lengths of the heterogeneous medium which takes the more time the smaller

the Freundlich exponent p is.

More precisely, the temporal behavior of D3(t) is characterized by an advective

time scale radv which can be identified directly from the explicit expression of Ds

in appendix D as

radv =
l° KtP (6.31)
(M/9)~ü

It describes the time in which the center of mass moves advectively over the distance

of one correlation length. For p = 1, radv reduces to the linear advective time scale,

tu = IqR/ü where R is a constant retardation factor. For p < 1 the advective time

scale is essentially influenced by the nonlinearity and the total mass of the solute.

The larger the total mass, the faster the concentration distribution moves through

the medium which in turn reduces the time it needs to sample one correlation length.

The transport times for nonlinear adsorbing solutes are extremely different for

different values of the Freundlich exponent p. In order to gain more comparable

results, we decide to rewrite the ensemble dispersion coefficient in terms of travel

distances instead of travel times. The dimensionless quantity (t/r^Y)p in (D.l) is

equal to the first spatial moment divided by the longitudinal correlation length.

Therefore, it can be approximately considered as the dimensionless travel distance

of the plume, Xi/lh. The result is plotted in figure 6.2. The differences between the

dispersion coefficients for different values p are diminished. The curves look similar,

however, differences still remain. Irr general, we find: The smaller the values of p, the

larger the travel distances covered by the plume to reach the asymptotic behavior.

The next question we address is the following: Is it possible to rescale the correlation

length in the result for Dens(xi,p = 1) in order to reproduce dispersion coefficients

in nonlinear transport theory? And the answer is yes.

We found that the expression

h
— In lh

D(xup=l) =

Du
+
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Figure 6.2: Longitudinal ensemble dis¬

persivities values plotted against the

travel distance in the case D = 0 for

different Freundlich exponents: p =

1,0.9,0.8,0.7,0.6,0.5

Figure 6.3: Longitudinal ensemble dis¬

persivities values plotted against the

travel distance in the case D = 0 for

Freundlich exponent p = 0.6 and ap¬

proximation

with a rescaled correlation length lh in a manner

= 0.9 lh ~* 1.05-fo

= 0.8 k-> l.l-lh

= 0.7 t/j, r 1.25 -lh

= 0.6 lh~> 1.48 lh

= 0.5 k-> 1-8 • lh

corresponding to the function

(6.33)

k
{M/e)1-^

k - l'h (6.34)

yields a very good approximation for the dispersion coefficients of transport with

nonlinear adsorption.

In figure 6.3 the solution of (6.28) for p = 0.6 and its approximation by (6.32)
with the increased correlation length by factor 1.48 are plotted. The result implies

that for a nonlinearly adsorbing solute the correlation length of the heterogeneous

medium appears to be increased. The reason lies in the extremely large tailing of

the concentration. The concentration in the tail needs more time to travel over a

correlation length which can effectively be modeled by a larger correlation length.

Finally, we briefly discuss the behavior of D^. For infinite Peclet numbers the
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second term in (6.27) equals D and the effective dispersion coefficient is zero

Dfi = 0. (6.35)

The reason for this behavior is simple: After a point-like injection of solute the

distribution follows a single flow streamline. Obviously, the dispersion coefficient

is zero in each sirrgle realization leading to a vanishing dispersion coefficient after

ensemble averaging, Dy[ = 0.

The results for Df±s and D\f indicate once more the importance of how the

ensemble average is performed for pre-asymptotic transport: Only effective disper¬

sion coefficients yield a realistic description of the system behavior. Of course, the

situation changes, if small-scale dispersion is acting. This is the focus of the next

section.

6.5 Transport with finite Peclet numbers

6.5.1 Asymptotic behavior

In this subsection we focus on the asymptotic transport behavior. We will show that

even if we do not know the homogeneous concentration distribution c0(x, t) for finite

Peclet numbers, it is possible to derive explicit results in the asymptotic regime.

The crucial point is that the integral J0dt'go(x,x',t,t') in (6.26) and (6.27)
becomes very simple for long times. In the long time limit, t —t- oo, the integral

approaches the steady state concentration

lim / dt'go{x,x',t,t') = G0(x,x') (6.36)

which follows directly by time integration of (6.13). It is basically equivalent to

the corresponding steady state Green's function of conservative transport because

the nonlinear terms for Freundlich transport vanish in the steady state transport

equation

V • (ü - D0 v) C0(x - x') = 5d(x - x') . (6.37)

Steady state concentration profiles for conservative transport can be determined

by time integration of the Gaussian concentration profile. Moreover, the steady

state solution shows translation invariance in space.

Using the result Suf1* = 0 and similar manipulations as in the section before,

the ensemble dispersion coefficient reduces to

IC(oo) « DuSii + fddxwu(x)G0(x) . (6.38)
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It is exactly the same result as in linear transport theory with Co being the steady

state Green's function of the non-rective transport equation. Inserting the steady

state solution into (6.38) yields the same result for the asymptotic dispersion coef¬

ficients as for linearly adsorbing transport

D(oc,p) = Dr(oo,p=l) . (6.39)

These results are well known [24, 37]. Their explicit form depends on the spatial

dimension as well as on the anisotropy of the medium and the Peclet number relating

advective and dispersive processes, Pe = uk/Dn — k/ctu.
So far, we considered only ensemble dispersion coefficients. We still have to

prove that the ensemble dispersion coefficient characterizing the ensemble averaged
concentration distribution is equivalent to the effective dispersion coefficient.

For this purpose, we have to show that the difference between Dens and Deff,

ff
_

/ ddx ddx' ddx" cp(x, t) H dt'wujx - x"),9o(x' - x", t - t')co(x", t')
öl>ü w —

—~~"~~ — —— - —- - —

)

(f ddXCo{x,t))
(6.40)

vanishes for t —> oo. Proceeding as described above, the integral expression ÔD^f
can be simplified to:

xn*S(r^\ - J" ddxc0(x, t = oo)f ddx'wu{x')G0(x - x')
0uü l0oj

-

Jddxc0(x,t)
[bAl)

The second spatial integral can be evaluated explicitly yielding a function F'(x) =

f ddx' wn(x')Go{x — x') which slopes to zero after some correlation lengths. F'(x) is

to be multiplied by the concentration profile Co(x, t). For very long times almost all

concentration has left the finite support of .F'(x) and the integral over F'(x) c0(x, t)
is zero yielding

ÖDf(oo) = 0
. (6.42)

Hence, for very long times the ensemble and effective dispersion coefficients become

equivalent

^T(oo) = 0?(oo) (6-43)

which indicates that the plume has reached its ergodic regime.

6.5.2 Transient results

For transient times we are not aware of any explicit solution for ensemble and ef¬

fective dispersion coefficients derived rigorously from formulae (6.26) and (6.27).

However, in section 6.4.2 we found that for infinite Peclet numbers the dispersion
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coefficients of nonlinearly adsorbing transport can be approximated by the dispersion

coefficients of linearly adsorbing transport but with an increased correlation length,

l'h. The scaling factors are listed in (6.33). Following the proposed approximation

and using the exact results, derived in linear transport theory [29], transient longitu¬

dinal dispersion coefficients for transport with nonlinear adsorption can analogously

be assumed in two dimensions as

Dt?(xi>k) = Dii+ajûk^Çil-^Pe-1) (6.44)

DfAxi > lh) = Dn+ajük^C (l - l^^ (l " (1 + 4^)1/2) I6"45)

This assumption is heuristic and can be proved only by numerical evaluation of

formulae (6.19) and (6.20). This is presented in section 6.6.

6.6 Semi-analytical results

Considering a non-zero local dispersivity there is no explicit solution of the homo¬

geneous nonlinear transport problem the solution of which is needed for evaluation

of (6.26) and (6.27). In two and three dimensions scaling solutions have been in¬

vestigated in [27]. However, an explicit solution can only be found by numerical

methods. Therefore, we proceed as follows: Two-dimensional concentration distri¬

butions in a homogeneous porous medium are calculated numerically as described

in section 5.1. Additionally, for the correlation function of the spatially distributed

velocity field we use isotropic correlation lengths, k = k = h — Im. Thus, the

Peclet number is equal to Pe = Iq/olu = 18.18. The variance is aj = 0.1. The

numerical solution and the determined correlation function are used for evaluation

of the integral expressions for Deff and Dens. We aim at quantifying the impact of

local dispersion on the transient behavior of Dens and Deff as function of time and

prove the validity of the explicit results, derived in (6.44) and (6.45).

6.6.1 Transport parameters with linear adsorption

We start with a brief discussion of solute transport with linear adsorption, p = 1,

in heterogeneous velocity fields.

The temporal behavior of ensemble and effective transport parameters is well

known and has been studied both in numerical simulations and theoretical investi¬

gations [2, 13, 29, 49, 61, 62]. We use the explicit results of transport with linear

adsorption in order to check the reliability of our semi-analytical approach and the
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Figure 6.4: Effective and ensemble

longitudinal dispersion coefficient for

transport with p = 1

Figure 6.5: Effective and ensemble

transversal dispersion coefficient for

transport with p = 1

precision of the numerical routines. Later on, the numerical results are compared

to the results for transport with nonlinear adsorption.

In figures 6.4 and 6.5 we plot ensemble and effective dispersion coefficients in

longitudinal and transverse directions as a function of time and compare them with

analytical expressions. The impact of numerical dispersion is taken into account.

Studying the temporal behavior of Dens(t) and DeS(t) two relevant time scales

can be identified: An advective timescale, tu = IqR/ü, and a dispersive time scale,

rD = IqR/D22- For times smaller than ru the solute has only moved over a distance

smaller than one correlation length and has not "felt" any heterogeneities. The

dispersion coefficients are given more or less by their small scale values. With

larger times the longitudinal ensemble dispersion increases continuously but the

longitudinal effective dispersion is still very small. For t S> ru the longitudinal
ensemble dispersion coefficient reaches its asymptotic value. However, the effective

dispersion coefficient still increases and converges towards the asymptotical value for

times t ^> td, see figure 6.4. For very long times the difference between ensemble

and effective dispersion vanishes.

Transversal dispersion coefficients are shown in figure 6.5. For small times en¬

semble and effective dispersion coefficients approximately are equal to the small

scale transversal dispersion value. For t ~S> r„, effective and ensemble dispersion

coefficient approach their asymptotic value which is only slightly increased against

their small scale values. However, their transient behavior differs from each other.

The ensemble dispersion coefficient increases rapidly reaching a maximum value for

times closed to ru and decreases for longer times. Again, this phenomenon is an
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artifical ensemble mixing effect. It can be explained by the fact that ensemble parti¬

cles on different flowlines can move apart from each other appearing as an increased

transversal width of the plume and therefore as an increased transversal dispersion

coefficient. However, due to the divergence free velocity field the particles can not

separate infinitely far in transverse direction. For times t ^> ru the particles move

again towards each other, the transversal dispersion decreases and finally approaches

the asymptotic value. In contrast, the effective transversal dispersion coefficient does

not show a local maximum. It increases continuously from the small-scale value to

its asymptotic value. For a more detailed discussion we refer to [29, 30].

6.6.2 Transport parameters with nonlinear adsorption

In order to obtain effective and ensemble dispersion in the case of transport with

nonlinear adsorption we numerically evaluate integral expressions (6.15) and (6.16).
The results are plotted in figures 6.6 and 6.7.

D 7D (nonlin )

* * . D*[l/Do (nonlin ]

D^ (linear)

Do,f/D0 (llnsar)

\Q"i 10"1 10° lO1^ ^10' 103 10* l£lOs 10b 10' 10b

t/T

D-D0

asymptotical value

Figure 6.6: Effective and ensemble

longitudinal dispersion coefficients for

transport with nonlinear adsorption

(p = 0.5)

Figure 6.7: Effective and ensemble

transversal dispersion coefficients for

transport with nonlinear adsorption

(p = 0.5)

The asymptotic values of the longitudinal and transverse dispersion coefficients

are equivalent to the results for transport with linear adsorption and match the

predicted analytical values in section 6.5.1. Differences between linearly and nonlin¬

early adsorbing transport occur only for transient times. The dispersion coefficients

start from a small scale value, increase with time and approach their asymptotic

value for long times. However, the increase of effective and ensemble dispersion co¬

efficients for nonlinearly adsorbing solute is shifted to later times compared to linear
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transport. This applies for both the longitudinal and the transversal dispersion co¬

efficient, see figure 6.6 and figure 6.7. It basically means that the transient behavior

of the transport parameters is characterized by time scales different from those in

linear transport theory.

If one recalls the way characteristic time scales are introduced in linear transport

theory it is consistent to proceed analogously for transport with nonlinear adsorp¬
tion: In linear transport theory the advective time scale is set by the time the center

of mass needs to move over one correlation length. The dispersive time scale is de¬

fined by the time the plume needs to spread dispersively over one correlation length
in transversal direction.

Following this idea, we use the center of mass and the squared transversal width

of the nonlinearly adsorbing plume,

*W « (t£H
'

(7H8"(^p£i(p) (6-46)

J2

M >
2(1 -P)

i 3-p ( U
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2p

3-» ( Ut\ 3~v

"»w - WJ [-?) UJ *»« <6-47)

which are presented in [12, 27], The p-dependent coefficients pi(p) and ôf2(p) can

be found after numerical integration. For a Freundlich exponent p = 0.5 they are

ßi(p) = 0.656 and ôf2(p) = 0.853. Therefore, typical time scales for nonlinearly

adsorbing solutes can be introduced as:

_ __

(6.48)
ü2p

(M/0)
p"

ßi (p)
2"

and
3-p1

_

1

7 2j) T/V r\ P

(6.49)

Additionally, we can introduce a typical transverse Peclet number for transport

with nonlinear adsorption as:

td
_
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=
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(6'50)

As we can see, this Peclet number reflects the nonlinear character of the adsorption

process. The smaller the p-value is, the bigger the transverse Peclet number appears.

In comparison to linear transport, this could be explained by a reduced transverse

dispersion coefficient. In fact, a decreasing Freundlich exponent results in a stronger

retardation and a smaller dispersion coefficient.
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The advective and dispersive time scales depend on the small scale transversal

dispersion coefficient D22 and the total mass M. Especially, the transversal dis¬

persion coefficient not only affects the spreading in transversal direction, but also

the center of mass movement of the plume. A large transversal dispersion coeffi¬

cient causes enhanced mass flow in transversal direction. The local concentration

decreases and becomes more strongly retarded due to concentration dependent re¬

tardation effects which slow down the center of mass velocity. Moreover, the center

of mass movement and the width of the plume are influenced by the total mass. A

larger total mass increases the center of mass velocity due to smaller retardation

which can decrease the advective time scale t' against ru as well as t^ against td.

As we see in figures 6.6 and 6.7, the model parameters (M, D22) in this special

numerical case are chosen in such a way, that r' and t%1 are shifted to later times. In

general, the time behavior of the dispersion coefficients in case of linear adsorption

does not depend on M. Thus, we can always use the results for linearly adsorbing

transport in comparison with nonlinear results with different total mass and trans¬

verse dispersion for analysis of the differences in the typical temporal behavior of

dispersion coefficients due to nonlinear adsorption.

The time scales r£l and t^ explain reasonably well the qualitative behavior of

effective and ensemble transport parameters for the nonlinearly adsorbing solute.

For small times, t < r"', the ensemble dispersion coefficient grows rapidly. The

effective dispersion coefficient is still small because the plume in a single realization

has not yet spread. Due to ensemble averaging effects the ensemble dispersion

coefficient reaches its asymptotic values already for times r{ <C t <£ r^. The

effective longitudinal dispersion coefficient approaches its asymptotic values for later

times, t ;> Tp, after the plume has spread also in transversal direction over several

correlation lengths. For comparison, the characteristic time scales rw, td, t1 and

T%1 are plotted in figure 6.6 and 6.7.

The impact of the total mass on the effective longitudinal dispersion coefficient

is separately demonstrated in figure 6.8. D^(t) was calculated for four different

values of the total mass and otherwise unchanged model parameters. The larger the

total mass, the smaller is the dispersive time scale Tp and the faster the asymp¬

totic value is reached. The total mass dependence of the transient behavior of

transport parameters is in agreement with the conclusions in [9]. They calculated

breakthrough curves and found an increasing cleanup time as the initial plume con¬

centration decreased. This is due to the fact that smaller total mass leads to a larger

retardation factor in the case of nonlinear adsorption and therefore to larger char¬

acteristic time scales. However, the direct comparison of the author's results with

our semi-analytical results is difficult because other authors usually use standard

moment analysis which is not appropriate in order to identify the correct dispersion
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10"

Figure 6.8: Total mass impact on the effective longitudinal dispersion coefficient

coefficients for nonlinearly adsorbing transport. Therefore, based on these moments

they can only give a qualitative picture of the effects heterogeneities can cause.

Moreover, we want to stress the point that our semi-analytical approach allows

the estimation of transport parameters on large scales by means of homogeneous

concentrations only and without performing costly stochastic simulations. This can

be very useful for practical applications in the field of risk assessment.

6.6.3 Comparison of semi-analytical and explicit results for

In (6.45) we heuristically derived an explicit expression for effective dispersion coef¬

ficients as a function of travel distance.

In figure 6.9 we compare the semi-analytical results with the explicit solution

for Dsff(xi). The travel distance is calculated from the center of mass velocity. We

find an excellent agreement: Defi(xi) in the linear and the nonlinear case almost

overlap. In other words, the explicit formula for Detl(xi) describes the behavior of

the effective dispersion coefficient adequately.

M=5 62g

M2=0 562g

M3-0 0562g

- - - M =0 00562g
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of theoretical and semi-analytical results for effective longi¬

tudinal dispersion coefficients as a function of travel distance

6.7 Ensemble and effective parameters in a single

realization

The theoretical and semi-analytical results in section 6.5.2 and 6.6 represent a very

idealized situation: They imply that the averaging procedure is performed over

all possible realizations of a stochastic medium. On the contrary, in a realistic

field situation only one realization of the heterogeneous medium is available. For

this reason a very important question arises whether the effective and/or ensemble

transport parameters can be applied for description of the transport behavior in one

single realization of the stochastic medium.

6.7.1 Evaluation of large-scale transport parameters

In general, we cannot perform the ensemble average in a single realization. Never¬

theless, ensemble and effective transport parameters can be physically motivated.

Consider a tracer which is injected as a line along the whole transversal axis. In

this case, the transport of particles can be modeled by superposition of many point¬

like sources which are transported independently of each other [4]. The movement

of particles in every single streamline is related to a single realization within a

one-dimensional stochastic ensemble. Accordingly, cross-sectionally averaged con¬

centrations arc associated with ensemble averaged concentrations c(x, t).

For illustration, figure 6.12 and 6.10 show the concentration distribution for
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conservative transport and transport with Freundlich adsorption at intermediate

transport time. In both cases the fluctuating velocity field leads to travel time dif¬

ferences between solute particles on different streamlines. The originally uniformly

distributed line source is irregularly deformed. The resulting patterns reflect the

typical structure of the velocity field. For conservative transport it is obvious, that

Figure 6.10: Concentration distribution Figure 6.11: Impact of spatially vari-

for transport with nonlinear adsorption able velocities on spreading behavior of

after I = 9.5 x 106& transport with nonlinear adsorption

Figure 6.13: Impact of spatially vari-

Figuie 6.12: Concentration distribution able velocities on spreading behavior of

for conservative transport after t = conservative transport

1.6 x 10° s

the heterogeneity of the velocity field causes an enhancement of the width of the so¬

lute distribution. This corresponds to an enlarged longitudinal dispersion coefficient

expressed in an increased width of the concentration distribution, see figure 6.13.
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For nonlinearly adsorbing solute the concentration dependent retardation results

in a self-sharpening front with a large tailing behind it. Contrary to conservative

transport, the width of the concentration profiles docs not give any quantitative in¬

formation about the magnitude of dispersion coefficients. This is shown in figure 6.11

where cross-sectionally integrated breakthrough curves in the heterogeneous medium

are compared with breakthrough curves in a homogeneous domain.

We define large-scale dispersion coefficients using the identification method as

introduced in equation (3.7). Following the concept of ensemble and effective av¬

eraging, described in section 4.2, the longitudinal ensemble dispersion Df^s can be

expressed as function of the cross-sectionally averaged concentrations c(xi,t):

_

dtfdxixlfaxuV + Kg&ixutj)
_

fdx^x.cjx^t)
2 J axic(xi,t) J dxic(xi,t)

The averaged concentration distribution is one-dimensional and defined by integrat¬

ing over the transversal coordinate

c(xut) = / dx2c(xi,x2,t). (6.52)

If c(xi,t) is extended in transversal direction over a sufficiently large number of

correlation lengths, the cross-sectional average equals the ensemble average due to

ergodicity.

The ensemble mixing parameters might overestimate the actual dilution process

considerably. The actual dilution of the solute can better be resolved if the dispersion

coefficient is defined by means of spatial moments along horizontal layers [4]. The

average over the ensemble of dispersion coefficients along the layers reproduces the

effective dispersion coefficient for a point-like source [4, 18].

Following this result, we evaluate effective dispersion coefficients in a single het¬

erogeneous realization by multiplying the transport equation (2.3) by x\, dividing

by the porosity 9 and integrating over the longitudinal coordinate. A longitudi¬

nal dispersion coefficient results which is defined along a longitudinal layer through

the domain. Finally, we integrate this dispersion coefficient over the transversal

direction. The effective dispersion coefficient results as

tf dt f dxix\ (c(x, t) + KdcP(x, tj)
_

fdxiXic{x,t)
11 [)

2fdx,c(x,t)
Ul

fdxic(x,t)

D22jdx^x'( d%2c{x,t)
(6.53)

2 f dxic(x, t)
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The bar denotes again integration over the x2—direction. The last term on the right

hand side in (6.53) refers to non-vanishing concentration gradients in transverse

direction. For linear transport processes it can be shown that this term vanishes

in the ensemble mean. However, for transport with nonlinear adsorption the term

does not vanish basically because the mobile mass is not conserved but decreases

with time.

6.7.2 Discussion and comparison with theoretical results

Ensemble and effective dispersion coefficients as expressed in (6.51) and (6.53) are

calculated numerically. The heterogeneous concentration data are obtained from

the numerical solution of the heterogeneous transport problem in section 5.2.1. Our

calculations have shown that a single realization with 100 correlation lengths in

transverse direction is not sufficiently large in order to yield statistically representa¬

tive results. In particular, the fluctuations around the mean value for pre-asymptotic

times are very large. Reliable results can be derived by considering a single realiza¬

tion with at least 1000 correlation lengths in transverse direction that is equivalent to

10 single realizations with 100 correlation lengths. Therefore, we calculate 19 differ¬

ent realizations of the heterogeneous domain as described in section 5.2.1. However,

we realized that for conservative transport the fluctuations around the expected

analytical value are still very small even for a single realization of 100 correlation

lengths [30], In contrast, for transport with nonlinear adsorption the fluctuations

smooth out more slowly.
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Figure 6.14: Effective and ensemble

dispersion coefficients for corrservative

transport calculated in stochastic mod¬

eling approach

Figure 6.15: Effective and ensemble dis¬

persion coefficients for transport with

nonlinear adsorption (p = 0.75) calcu¬

lated in stochastic modeling approach
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In figure 6.14 we plot the dispersion coefficients for conservative transport (p = 0)

averaged over 19 different realizations of the stochastic medium. Our numerical

results confirm the theory: The ensemble dispersion increases continuously with

time. After the time of about 6 advective time scales it converges to the asymptotic

value. However, for times t » ru = 105s the effective dispersion still grows. We

expect that for times t > rD — 4.5 x 106s the effective dispersion coefficient will

reach the asymptotic limit where D^ = D3. This corresponds to ergodicity of the

transport process.

In figure 6.15 we show the results for the ensemble and the effective dispersion in

the case of transport with a Freundlich adsorption. Obviously, the asymptotic result

for the large-scale dispersion coefficient is equivalent to the result for conservative

transport. This agrees with the theoretical result in equation (6.44).

Differences between conservative and nonlinearly adsorbing transport occur only

for transient times. The typical course of the curves for D3 and D^ in the nonlinear

transport situation is shifted to later times reflecting the influence of the total mass

and the transversal dispersion in the expressions for t1 and r^ : The ensemble

dispersion coefficient Df^ increases rapidly and reaches the asymptotic value after

about 10 typical nonlinear advective time scales r"' = 2.8 x 105s. Dff increases

slowly. The spreading is mainly caused by the transversal local dispersion which

allows particle jumps between the flowlines. It smoothes out differences between

dispersion coefficients at single streamlines. However, the difference between the

effective and ensemble dispersion disappears after a travel time in order of magnitude

of the typical dispersive nonlinear time scale r# = 4.5 x 107s.

Our numerical results are compared with the theoretical predictions presented in

expressions (6.44) and (6.45) by replacing x\/l'h by the corresponding dimensionless

time t/r^f. We find a very good agreement between the analytical expressions

and the numerical results, even if in the nonlinearly adsorbing transport case the

numerically investigated parameters fluctuate slightly around the theoretical value.

This is due to the low number of different realizations performed in our numerical

experiment.

We want to conclude this section with a remark about the numerical experiment:

Our numerical results are performed in a finite number of single realizations after

averaging along the transverse direction. We have to be aware that there is a

difference between the ensemble averaging process in an infinite stochastic domain

and in our case even if we sum up over all 19 realizations. Because of the restricted

domain size the results in a single realization deviate from the theoretical value.

Moreover, in every realization statistical parameters such as variance, correlation

length etc. differ from the theoretical values. This effect results in different effective

and ensemble dispersion coefficients. This fact has to be taken into account when
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numerical results are compared with theoretical predictiorrs. The theoretical curves

in figure 6.14 and 6.15 arc computed as a mean value of the different parameters

in every single realization.

6.8 Extensions

6.8.1 Extensions to transport with arbitrary sorption iso¬

therm

We briefly comment on ensemble and effective dispersion coefficients for transport

with an arbitrary nonlinear equilibrium sorption as e.g. Langmuir adsorption or

second-order kinetic adsorption.

For transport in heterogeneous media a perturbation series around the homoge¬

neous problem can be constructed in the same manner as shown in section 6.2 and

leads to equations (6.9)-(6.11). The only difference is that in the equations for cx

and c2 the nonlinear Freundlich isotherm has to be replaced by another isotherm,

/(c). The following manipulations are completely analogous.

The final result is that the ensemble transport velocity equals the averaged

groundwater velocity. Moreover, the ensemble dispersion coefficient is given by

formula (6.38) in which only the Green's function now is the Green's function of

the corresponding transport problem with different adsorption isotherm. The effec¬

tive dispersion coefficient follows analogously. The macro dispersion coefficients are

exactly the same as in ideal transport because the steady-state transport equation

does not depend on the isotherm. However, the transient behavior of the transport

parameters essentially depends on the chosen isotherm and has to be determined

individually for each isotherm.

6.8.2 Extension to continuous injection

Here, we briefly discuss the transport behavior of nonlinearly adsorbing solutes

injected permanently in time.

The solution of homogeneous transport with nonlinear adsorption and permanent

injection is given by a traveling wave solution [76]. The front moves through the

homogeneous medium with a constant wave velocity: R* = (l + ^~£\c=cin) Here,

c"1 is the concentration at the inflow boundary and / the adsorption isotherm.

The influence of the dispersion is only visible at the front of the concentration

distribution: Larger dispersion coefficients lead to a less sharp front.

Our formalism developed for a point-like injection in heterogeneous media can

easily be extended to the case of nonlinear transport with permanent injection. Pro-
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ceeding in the same manner as for point-like injection, we end up in the framework

of perturbation theory with an analogous hierarchy of differential equations as given

in (6.9)-(6.11). Here, the only difference is that the concentration field c0 is the

solution for the homogeneous transport problem with permanent injection.

According to [76], for infinite Peclet numbers the solution of the homogeneous

transport problem with permanent injection is written as: c0 = ^^(xi—ut/R*) Ôfa).

Applying Green's function formalism to equation (6.10) we end up with formulae

(6.12) where g0 is again a Green's function. But now the Green's function reduces

to a very simple function. It is given by a product of Delta functions

go = 5(xi~ut/R*)ö(x2). (6.54)

Finally, the analysis of ensemble and effective dispersion coefficients can be carried

out in the same manner as for instantaneous injection. We end up with the following

integral expression for the ensemble dispersion coefficient

D^(t) = jf dt' J dxi Wii (^^) (6-55)

In particular, this is the same result as in the case of linearly adsorbing transport.

It implies that Dff3 equals to the ensemble dispersion coefficients in linear transport

theory. Only the retardation factor R is replaced by R*. The effective dispersion

coefficient is zero for all times.

The analysis of transport with finite Peclet numbers can be carried out in the

same manner. We expect that the behavior of the ensemble and effective transport

parameters for continuously injected solutes with nonlinear adsorption will still be

very similar to the corresponding transport parameters for linear transport.

6.9 Transport in strongly heterogeneous forma¬

tions

The results previously presented in this chapter are restricted to weakly heteroge¬

neous media with only smooth variations in the velocity field. In this section we

extend our analysis to transport in strongly heterogeneous fields where the variance

of the log-conductivity field is bigger than one, <r? > 1. The analysis is carried out in

a homogenization theory approach and the effective transport behavior is discussed.

Homogenization theory has widely been applied to different diffusive problems

(e.g. homogenization of the Darcy problem) where the elliptic nature of the oper¬

ator makes the analysis quite easy [58, 65, 16]. Extension to hyperbolic transport

problems is studied in the context of turbulent flow [6]. The homogenization of
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the general advection-dispcrsion problem is more difficult to investigate because the

advective and the dispersive terms may have different characteristic time and/or

length behavior. This problem was recently discussed for linear transport problems

in a nonuniform flow field [5, 51].

6.9.1 Two-scale analysis

We consider the hydraulic conductivity and correspondingly the groundwater veloc¬

ity as quantities fluctuating on a scale which is small compared to the overall size

of the heterogeneous domain L. This small scale is typically within order of magni¬

tude of the characteristic correlation length /. Moreover, the two scales are strictly

separated from each other. This means that only transport processes covering many

characteristic correlation lengths of the heterogeneous structure are investigated.

The transition from the small to the large scale is asymptotically fulfilled in the

limit e := l/L < 1.

The basic idea of homogenization theory is to construct an expansion of the

transport equation in terms of small e. The asymptotic large-scale transport behav¬

ior is derived in the limit e —> 0. Additionally, we introduce two separated scales: y

for the small-scale variations, and x for the large-scale variations. Both scales are

connected by the parameter e:

e = ^. (6.56)
x

The first step in performing two-scale analysis is to rewrite the transport equa¬

tion (2.1) in dimensionless form. Thus, we introduce the following dimensionless

quantities:

(6.57)

p,s~
is^ fc^v^»-

(6.58)

where U is a typical macroscopic velocity, Pe is the Peclet number and d the di¬

mension of the problem. Note that we adopt a macroscopic description and use a

diffusive time scaling [51]. Further, we reformulate the transport equation in terms

of a conserved quantity which is in the case of nonlinearly adsorbing transport the

total mass respectively the total concentration:

C = c + Kd^ = F(c). (6.59)

The dissolved concentration is related to the total concentration by the function

F(C) which is the inverse function of F(c):

c = F(C) = F-1(c). (6.60)

D
,

x

t = Ut' X=Z'
. y

u=u
UL

„

Ld ~

A"' C=MC' Kd = ®'{1-~9)pkd
9
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Using these preliminary steps the transport equation can be written in terms of

C as:

-.c7(x,£) + Peu VâF(C(x,t)) - VlF(C(x,t)) = 0. (6.61)
at

The velocity is a two-scale function. Thus, we can write û = û(x,y). Moreover,

the two spatial scales I and L are associated with two different time scales tl and t.

The time scale t describes the time needed to cover the length L; tl is the time to

spread over the distance /. In dimensionless form they can be expressed as

with the diffusive rescaling tl = t/e2. As a consequence, the typical velocity also

depends on the observation scale. For the dimensionless velocities the following

relation holds:

(6.63)

(6.64)

Once the macroscopic velocity and the two spatial variables have been rescaled,

one cannot arbitrary rescale the velocity at the small scale. If the time is rescaled

dispersively the characteristic velocity at the small scale is given by U/t.

Considering the two-scale approach for the transport equation the time derivative

and the gradient have to be rewritten correspondingly:

We split the velocity in (6.64) into a mean part and the fluctuations around it:

û(x,y) = û(x) + û(x,y). (6.66)

u = "%= u1-
e

dy

dt1

^ û = û \x= -u

e
\y •

By construction, the ensemble average of the fluctuating part vanishes, û(x, y) = 0.

Inserting (6.65) and (6.66) into the dimensionless transport equation (6.61) we

end up with:

/} 1 £) 1

-,C + -_C + Peu V£F(C) + Peu • V£F(C) + Pe -Û
at tl at e

(2 1 \ -

(6-67)
-

(Vi + -V* • V, + ^V?J F(C) = 0.

The fourth and the fifth term in (6.67) describe the small-scale drift. Therefore,

they have to be rescaled accordingly to (6.64): û = û |# /e and û = û |§ /e. Thus,
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,C
+

- -.C + Pe û • V£F(C) - V|F(C)

equation (6.67) can be then written as:

d_ô
+

±d_

dt e2dt
(668)

+- (Peu \y V, - 2V* • Vy) F(C) + ^ (Peu \y -Vy - V|) F(C7) - 0.

For small e-values the total concentration can be expanded around the asymp¬

totic large-scale solution Co-

C(x, y, t) = C-0(x, y, t) + e Cl (x, y, t) + e2C2(x, y, t) + ö(e3). (6.69)

The large-scale concentration C0 is the homogeneous solution of the large-scale prob¬

lem. The functions Ci and C-i are the deviations from the homogenized solution.

Analogously, the function F(C) has to be expanded around its large-scale limit:

F(C) = F(C0(x,y,t)) + e(71(x,y,^F/((7u(x,î)) + 0(e2) (6.70)

where F' denotes the derivative of F with respect to C.

Inserting (6.69) and (6.70) into (6.68) and grouping all terms in powers of e we

end up with a hierarchy of equations of the following type:

eTi + To + CxT-i + C2T-2 = 0 (6.71)

Due to linear independence the expressions for every power of e have to vanish

separately. Moreover, for small e, the term of 0(e) becomes irrelevant. Thus, the

following system of equations results:

-.C,o + Peû|*-V4F(C0)-VlF(C'o) + Peû|s-Vi(c'iF'(C'o)) = 0 (6.72)

V? (CiF'(Co)) - Peu |ö -Vy (CiF'fCo)) - Peu \y •V^F(C'o) = 0 (6.73)

V?F(C0)-Peu|§.VöF(Co) = 0. (6.74)

Obviously, the solution of equation (6.74) is trivial. It is a constant with respect to

the small-scale variable y and depends only on the large-scale variable x:

F(Co) = F(C0(xJ)). (6.75)

Equation (6.72) and (6.73) form a system of coupled stochastic differential equa¬

tions. In order to decouple them we assume the following separation ansatz for the

fluctuating concentration C-\ :

Ci(x,y, t) = -x(f) V,(%(x,t). (6.76)
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Here, x(y) 1S a d—dimensional random field.

Applying this ansatz to equations (6.72) and (6.73) we obtain:

-Co + Peu |, -VxF(Co) - VlF(C0y
at

-Peû|0-V,(x(y)-V,F(C0)) = 0 (6.77)

V?x(y)-Pc(û + Û)|0-V^(y)-Peû|^ = 0. (6.78)

6.9.2 Results and discussion

To obtain the large-scale behavior, equation (6.77) has to be averaged over the

ensemble of all possible realizations of the fluctuating velocity field. Finally, the

homogenized dimensionless transport equation in terms of the total concentration

can be expressed as:

-.Co + Pc û U •V£F(c7o) - V* (l + Peu \y -x) V£F{CQ) = 0. (6.79)

Transferring (6.79) to a dimensional form and dissolved concentrations the homog¬

enized large-scale transport equation reads as:

-c0(x, t) + Kd -cg(x, t) + Ü • Vc0(x, t) - Deff • V2c0(x, t) = 0 (6.80)

where c0 denotes the large-scale dissolved concentration. The result describes the

transport behavior on large scales that obviously is given by the same type of trans¬

port equation as on mesoscopic scales. Only the small-scale parameters are replaced

by ensemble averaged values. The influence of the small-scale fluctuations in the

velocity field is represented by the tensor Deff which denotes the effective dispersion

coefficient and is constituted of the local dispersion D and a macroscopic part:

D«ff = D + ü|lr.x(y). (6-81)

In order to explicitly express the effective dispersion the second term in (6.81) has

to be evaluated numerically. It can be expressed as a convolution integral of the

small-scale velocity and the random field x-

For arbitrary values of the variance the problem can only be solved by solving

the auxiliary equation (6.78) numerically. Especially, (6.78) does not depend on the

nonlinear reaction. Therefore, the solution of x is exactly the same as for conserva¬

tive transport. Consequently, the effective dispersion has the same asymptotic value

as in linear transport theory.



Chapter 7

Relevance of equivalent

homogeneous transport models

In this chapter we model the ensemble and effective mixing behavior in a heteroge¬

neous formation by using an equivalent homogeneous model. In the following, we

will refer to the effective dispersion as "real" dispersion coefficient. Differently from

chapter 6 we calculate large-scale transport parameters from temporal moments of

breakthrough curves because of their high relevance for interpretation of concentra¬

tion data in the practice. We compare the results from the equivalent homogeneous

simulations with the corresponding results in heterogeneous simulations and find

that the ensemble averaging procedure causes an additional spreading of the con¬

centration distribution which can only be reproduced by using a nonlocal ansatz for

the equivalent transport model.

7.1 Definition of large-scale transport parameters

7.1.1 Real transport parameters

If we consider the transport velocity and the dispersion coefficient as random pro¬

cesses we can average them over the ensemble of all realizations. We propose to

define longitudinal effective transport parameters at location xi by using expres¬

sions (3.21) and (3.22). Consequently, the transport velocity can be written as

<ai = ^ + (p_K»\ £ dx[rn?3
(71)

mi V 9 J m-[

The effective dispersion coefficient is given as

D,,
^{u^^^J-dx^^-rnf3))

2 £1 dA (mo + (£Kfi) mads)2

61
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The bar in expressions (7.1) and (7.2) denotes the ensemble average over all possible

realizations.

The physical meaning of real mixing dispersion has widely been discussed in

recent literature and real mixing parameters were quantified [4, 29, 17, 18]. In

contrast to ensemble mixing, real mixing parameters contain information about the

actual solute dilution. This may be essential in the upscaling of mixing-controlled

reactive transport [17, 57].

7.1.2 Ensemble transport parameters

The second possibility to calculate large-scale transport parameters is to directly

average the heterogeneous transport equation. By this approach, ensemble transport

parameters can be evaluated by means of averaged concentrations c(x, £). In the

following, we will derive ensemble transport parameters for nonlinear adsorbing

transport by using Gelhar's small-perturbation approach [38].

General nonlocal analysis

We consider a spatially fluctuating velocity field as a small perturbation around

the mean transport velocity ü. Additionally, we assume concentration fluctuations

around the mean concentration c. Thus, the velocity and the concentration can be

written as a sum of a mean value and a fluctuating part:

c = c + c (7.3)

u = ü + ü. (7.4)

Inserting (7.3) and (7.4) into equation (2.3) and averaging over the ensemble of

possible realizations, the mean concentration satisfies the following equation:

The last term in (7.5) denotes higher order corrections for the case of trans¬

port with Freundlich adsorption which are of vanishing magnitude because c2 is a

smoothly decreasing function in time and will be neglected in the following. The

term üi-£rc can be calculated by means of the auxiliary equation for the fluctuating
concentration part c:

| (c + KDp^c) +
A (ûiê - A,^-g) = -u%Ac. (7.6)

Assuming the large-scale concentration <?~l to be constant in time with respect to

the typical time scale of variations in the fluctuating concentration c, we can use
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Green's theory formalism for the solution of (7.6). Accordingly, c is given by the

convolution integral

c(x,t) = - ! dt' f dx' g(x,x',t,t')üi(x')-^jc(x',t') (7.7)

where #(x, t) is the Green's function solving the self-adjoint homogeneous problem:

(1 + Knpt?-1) Ig +
A ^g _ AiA^ = 5(x) S(t) (7.8)

Inserting (7.7) in (7.5) the transport equation for c(x,t) is written as a nonlocal

integro-differential equation:

i2(c(M))J^c(M) +
A Uic(x,t) - Dj-cfx.tlJ (7.9)

~dx- I dt> d*'^x' x'' *'^ Wtj^ ~ *h>^xT5^, ^ = °"

Here, Wij (x — x') denotes the correlation function whose explicit shape is given in

appendix C.

Equation (7.9) expresses the equivalent homogeneous problem in nonlocal theory.

The last term describes the nonlocal dispersive flux which arises as a result of center

of mass fluctuations in different realizations of the heterogeneous medium. Unlike

local parameters, nonlocal values deperrd on two-point interactions in space and

time. They allow information from the entire integrated region to be included in

determining effects at any particular point in the system and show how memory

effects from the surrounding regions can bias the mixing profile.

Localization

The standard approximation to simplify the nonlocal equation (7.9) is by localizing

the convolution term in space and time. This means that Vx'c(x',£') does not vary

significantly in space and time and can be factored out of the integral [56]

J dt' J dx' g{x,x\t-t')wAx-x')^c(x\l!)KD%3-^c(x,t). (7.10)

The tensor Dens is the so-called ensemble mixing dispersion coefficient

D° = f dt' I dx' g(x, x', t - t') wAx - x'). (7.11)
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Inserting (7.10) in (7.9) we end up with the equivalent homogeneous equation in

local theory:

fi(c) JU(x,t) + A ^g(x>t) _ (A. + A^s) Ac(x,t)) = 0. (7.12)

The localization of the macrodispersion term is a wide spread in the literature

[21, 37]. Even in studies starting with a nonlocal description of the dispersive flux,

the authors finally end up with a local representation [43, 56]. Nevertheless, in some

reactive transport cases the localization approximation can lead to significant errors

[20].

In the following, we will discuss the reliability of equivalent homogeneous models

in nonlocal (7.9) and local (7.12) theory for the reproduction of the ensemble and

real mixing of nonlinearly adsorbing solutes.

7.2 Results for real and ensemble transport pa¬

rameters

7.2.1 Results for real transport parameters

As expressed in equations (7.1) and (7.2), real transport parameters are obtained

as an average of transport velocities and dispersion coefficients over the ensemble of

all possible realizations. Transferring this idea to the numerical experiment in sec¬

tion 5.2, every single streamline in the heterogeneous domain can be associated with

a different one-dimensional realization of the medium. Accordingly, u\e3i and D\efl
are obtained by calculating the velocity (3.21) and the dispersion coefficient (3.22)
in each horizontal layer irr the heterogeneous domain and subsequently integrating

over the transverse direction.

In figure 7.1 we plot the result for the real longitudinal velocity. It increases for

small travel distances and converges after about 5 correlation lengths towards the

mean transport velocity û,

<al = «ei. (7.13)

The variability of u]e3i for small distances is due to the relative variability of mi and

m^B which decreases with travel distance. Consequently, wfal adopts a constant

value. The same result was found for conservative transport in [18]. The asymptotic

result is well-known from the linear transport theory [2, 21, 37]. For nonlinearly

adsorbing transport it was confirmed by the analytical investigations in section 6.4.1

and numerical calculations [1, 12].
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Figure 7.1: Real velocity as function of travel distance for transport with Freundlich

adsorption (p = 0.75)

In figure 7.2 we show the longitudinal real mixing dispersion coefficient as func¬

tion of the travel distance. We compare dispersion coefficients for nonlinearly adsorb¬

ing and conservative transport. In both cases, D^f1 has the same spatial behavior:

It grows quite slowly towards the asymptotic limit. Especially, its spatial behavior

depends on the transverse dispersion which allows solute transfer between different

streamlines and smoothes out concentration fluctuations in different streamlines.

However, for sufficiently large distances the real dispersion coefficient approaches

the asymptotic limit, sec section 6.5.1. For the parameter setup used in the numer¬

ical computation we expect that after a travel distance of x-i = 50 m the difference

between D^yin and AT' disappears due to ergodicity. As explicitly shown in sec¬

tion 6.5.1, the asymptotic dispersion coefficient for nonlinear transport is equivalent

to the well-known result for conservative transport

Al (#1 —t OO) = Al konservative ('-14)

The numerical results are compared with the analytical expressions from sec¬

tion 6.5.2. We find a very good agreement between the theoretical predictions and

the numerical calculation.

7.2.2 Results for ensemble transport parameters

Ensemble transport parameters are evaluated in local theory using a semi-analytical

approach. The ensemble longitudinal velocity is constant and equal to the mean
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Figure 7.2: Real mixing dispersion as function of travel distance for transport with

Freundlich adsorption (p = 0.75) and conservative transport (p = 0). Comparison
with theoretical results.

transport velocity. The longitudinal ensemble dispersion coefficient is calculated

from expression (7.11) where we use a Gaussian correlation function (C.5) for the

spatially distributed velocity field. For the Green's function in (7.11) we assume

translation invariance in space and time. It is obtained numerically by solving the

homogeneous partial differential equation (7.8).

7.3 Comparison between results in a heteroge¬

neous medium and the equivalent homoge¬

neous model

In this section we answer the question to which extent an equivalent homogeneous

medium with large-scale transport parameters can reproduce the real and ensemble

mixing behavior of a solute in a heterogeneous domain. For this purpose, we proceed

in a twofold way: In order to reproduce the real mixing behavior of the solute we

solve numerically the equivalent large-scale transport problem (7.12) in local the¬

ory with space-dependent large-scale dispersion coefficients Dl\Al(xi) as calculated

in section 7.2.1. Breakthrough curves of the equivalent transport simulation are

compared with cross-sectionally averaged local concentration distributions whose

center-of-mass positions are superimposed before averaging. In the following, we

will refer to this averaging procedure as a "centered average". Thus, we aim at
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Figure 7.3: Conservative transport: Centered and ensemble averaged breakthrough

curves compared with equivalent homogeneous simulations in local theory with Aial
and A?s at xi = 24 m

reproducing the real mixing of the solute.

The "centered average" has to be distinguished from the "ensemble average"

which reflects the ensemble mixing. Ensemble averaged breakthrough curves in

the heterogeneous domain are obtained by averaging over the transversal direction

without preliminary superimposing. For consistency sake, they are compared with

the results of the equivalent homogeneous simulations reproducing the ensemble

mixing which, as derived in section 7.1.2, can be solved in localization approximation

(7.12) or in the full nonlocal theory (7.9). Ensemble mixing parameters tend to

overestimate the real mixing process of solutes. Nevertheless, we discuss them as

well due to their importance for interpretation of depth-averaged concentrations as

they may occur in practical field studies.

7.3.1 Conservative transport

For the sake of completeness we start our discussion with a short review of conserva¬

tive solute transport. This case has widely been studied in the last decades [21, 37]
and large-scale transport parameters have been calculated using different analytical

[25, 26, 61, 62] and numerical [10, 13, 18] techniques. It can be easily shown that

the large-scale transport can be reproduced by an equivalent homogeneous equation

in local theory with appropriately defined large-scale transport parameters. This

applies for the real as well as for the ensemble mixing transport behavior.

E
1 0 01 -

t[s)atx =17m
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Figure 7.4: Nonlinear adsorbing trans¬

port: Comparison of centered averaged

breakthrough curves and equivalent ho¬

mogeneous medium in local theory with

AT*1 at Xi = 24 m

Figure 7.5: Nonlinear adsorbing trans¬

port: Comparison of ensemble averaged

breakthrough curves and equivalent ho¬

mogeneous medium in local theory with

A?s at xi = 24 m

The results in figure 7.3 confirm the expected behavior. Here, we reproduce the

ensemble and real mixing behavior by equivalent homogeneous simulations in local

representation (7.12) with D^(xi) and D3(xi) respectively. In both cases the

averaged breakthrough curves in the heterogeneous medium are perfectly reproduced

by the equivalent simulation. Especially, the localization approximation for the

ensemble dispersive flux yields reliable results.

7.3.2 Transport with nonlinear adsorption

In figure 7.4 we plot breakthrough curves at Xi = 24 m. The numerical solution

of the equivalent transport model (7.12) with a real dispersion coefficient Dr{f1(xi)
is compared with the centered averaged solution in the heterogeneous formation.

Obviously, both breakthrough curves correspond very well with each other. First of

all, this result shows that in order to gain reliable averaged transport parameters

the average over the cross section involves a sufficiently large number of different

"realizations". In our simulations this corresponds to a heterogeneous structure

covering 40 correlation lengths in transverse direction. Furthermore, real mixing

behavior can be reproduced by replacing the heterogeneous medium by an equivalent

homogeneous system with a real mixing parameter which is of the same type as on

smaller scales but numerically larger.

The behavior of ensemble transport is completely different and is illustrated in

figure 7.5. Here, we plot the ensemble averaged breakthrough curves over the two-
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Figure 7.6: Reproduction of ensemble mixing transport using equivalent homoge¬

neous equation in nonlocal theory

dimensional heterogeneous domain at x = 24 m arrd the result of the equivalent

homogeneous simulation in localization approximation with an ensemble dispersion

coefficient. The tailing of the concentration distribution is quite well reproduced but

the peak concentration and the front steepness fail to be reproduced. The homo¬

geneous large-scale breakthrough curve has a larger maximum peak concentration

and a less steep front. It seems as if a larger dispersion coefficient only affecting

the concentration distributions at the front has caused an additional spreading by

ensemble averaging of the concentration front. On the contrary, the solution of the

equivalent homogeneous equation is strongly dominated by the nonlinear retarda¬

tion (self-sharpening) and the dispersive spreading is suppressed. Therefore, the

reproduced front is steeper. In contrast, the more pronounced smoothness of the

ensemble averaged front in the heterogeneous simulation accourrts for the center of

mass fluctuations and therefore a stronger influence of dispersive spreading.

To avoid these problems an equivalent homogeneous simulation accounting for a

nonlocal dispersive flux (7.9) is performed. As discussed in [20] localized first-order

models might be reasonable for conservative tracers. However, for reactive transport

the localization approximation might lead to significant errors in all spatial moments.

For an accurate simulation a fully nonlocal model is required.

Figure 7.6 shows our result. Here, we compare the ensemble averaged break¬

through curve in the heterogeneous domain with calculations of the equivalent ho¬

mogeneous model in local and nonlocal theory respectively. Differently from the

solution in local theory, the nonlocal equivalent homogeneous simulation exactly re-

ensemble average

'. equiv medium with CPn= (x )

equivalent horn medium in

nonlocal theory
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produces the ensemble mixing transport behavior. Especially, the front is properly

calculated.

O of=0.12
+ o?=0 5

* n?=1 0

O o

15 20 25
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Figure 7.7: Differences of first arrival time for simulations in local and nonlocal

theory for different variances

The discrepancy between breakthrough curves of equivalent transport models

with a local or a nonlocal dispersive flux increases for larger variance a2. As the

contrasts in the hydraulic conductivity field increase, the center-of-mass fluctuations

of the solute concentration between single streamlines also grow. The larger the

variance the stronger the front will be spread by ensemble averaging. Figure 7.7

expresses the error in the first arrival time which might occur if the equivalent

transport is solved in a localization approximation. The parameter A is calculated

as the difference in the first arrival time of the solute between calculation in local

and nonlocal theory at a certain location xi. A becomes larger with increasing

variance. In particular, the difference increases linearly as a function of space. This

result clearly shows that even for very large travel distances and travel times the

concentration gradient in the convolution integral in (7.9) cannot be treated in local

theory. Even in the asymptotic regime the nonlocal dispersive flux will not account

for the real dilution in the domain.



Chapter 8

Transport in chemically

heterogeneous media

In this chapter we focus on transport in chemically heterogeneous media and as¬

sume that the Freundlich distribution coefficient or the Freundlich exponent vary

in space. As already shown in section 2.2, most natural soils and sediments are

intrinsically heterogeneous even at microscopic scales. Different regions of a soil or

a sediment matrix may contain different types and amount of surfaces which ad¬

ditionally might be differently distributed. The heterogeneous structure reflects in

sorption parameters which differ between different soils and fractions of a soil.

First, we investigate the effective large-scale transport behavior. Using a ho¬

mogenization theory approach we derive a general upscaling method in terms of the

total mass. Our investigations show that the effective transport parameters, such as

the effective dispersion coefficient, become time- and space-independent only if the

effective adsorption isotherm is of the same type as on the small scale. This is the

case for transport with a fluctuating Freundlich distribution coefficient. Here, the

large-scale transport equation has the same structure as on the small scale. How¬

ever, the asymptotic effective dispersion coefficient differs from the asymptotic value

in linear transport theory. Higher order correction terms might considerably impact

the asymptotic behavior.

In contrast, transport with variable Freundlich exponent shows a completely dif¬

ferent large-scale behavior. In this case, the type of differential equation changes.

The effective adsorption isotherm is no longer a power law function of the dissolved

concentration, but depends in a much more complicated relationship on the concen¬

tration field. Additionally, the effective dispersion coefficient becomes a function of

the dissolved concentration.

71
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8.1 Two-scale analysis of the transport equation

In this section we investigate the large-scale transport behavior of a nonlinearly

adsorbing solute moving in a homogeneous flow field but adsorbing heterogeneously

with a variable Freundlich distribution coefficient or Freundlich exponent on the

soil matrix. The spatially variable parameter is assumed to be a two-scale function.

Additionally, the variations in the fluctuating parameter take place on a scale / which

is small against the typical scale L of the transport process. Thus, we introduce two

different spatial variables: y accounting for the small-scale, and x for the large-scale

behavior. Moreover, these two scales are strictly separated from each other

e :=
l-
=
Ï
« 1. (8.1)

L x

The aim of our investigations is to derive the transport equation representing the so¬

lute migration on the large scale in which the small-scale variations are incorporated

in ensemble averaged quantities. The asymptotic large-scale behavior is approached

for e -)• 0.

In order to perform a two-scale analysis we start with the same mathematical

manipulations as in section 6.9.1. Using the dimensionless variables from (6.57) and

rescaling time diffusively, we can reformulate the transport equation in terms of the

total concentration C

%C{x,î) + Peu - VzF(C(xJ)) - VlF(C(xJ)) = 0. (8.2)
at

The total concentration is given as a sum of the dissolved c and adsorbed concen¬

tration s

C = c + s{c)=F{c,S). (8.3)

In particular, the adsorbed concentration is represented by a general adsorption

isotherm s(c) which incloses the small-scale fluctuations. The dissolved concentra¬

tion c is related to the total concentration by the inverse function of F(c, I):

c = F(C,s) = F~\c,s). (8.4)

For the further development of the two-scale approach we make the following

important ansatz: We assume that the adsorption on the large scale is given by an

effective adsorption isotherm s* which at this stage is unknown. For linearly ad¬

sorbing solutes (2.6) the effective isotherm is again a linear function of the dissolved

concentration with an averaged effective distribution coefficient [2, 29]. However,

for nonlinearly adsorbing solutes the question is still open what kind of function

describes the effective adsorption isotherm s*.
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Because of conservation of the total concentration C the sum of the new ad¬

sorbed concentration 5* and the dissolved concentration should remain the same as

in equation (8.3):
C = t + sk(t) = F*{ck,Sk). (8.5)

The function c* denotes the dissolved concentration that satisfies the conservation

of C. Moreover, c* is related to the total concentration by the function F*(C,s*)
which is the inverse function of F*(c*, s*):

c* = F*(C, r) = F*~\c\ s*). (8.6)

We include the effective adsorption into the transport equation (8.2) by expand¬

ing it by ±Peû VéF*(C, s*). Regrouping terms we obtain:

-,C + Peû-Vx(F{C,s) - F*{C,§*)) -VlF{C,ê) + Pcû-VxF*(C,s*) = 0. (8.7)
at v /

Here, the Peclet number Pe relates the advection and the dispersion process. If the

time is measured in dispersive units, the ratio between advection and dispersion

depends on the observation scale. The Peclet number is not the same if transport

on the mesoscopic or at macroscopic scale is considered. In dimensionless units we

can write the following relation:

The next two steps are the same as in section 6.9.1: First, the gradient in

equation (8.7) has to be rewritten accordingly to the two-scale approach

V* = V* +
*

V.£. (8.9)

Second, for small e-values the total concentration can be expanded around the

asymptotic large-scale solution (%:

C(x,y:t) = C0(x,y,t) + eC1(x,y,t) + e2C2(x,y,t) + 0(e3). (8.10)

Analogously, the functions F((7, s) and F*(C, 5*) have to be expanded around the

large-scale limit:

F(C,s) = F(C0(x,y,t)J) + eCi(x,y,t)F'(Co(x,t)J) + ö(e2) (8.11)

F*(C, r) = F*(Co(x, y, t), s*) + eCi(x, y, t) F*'(C70(x, Î), s*) + C?(e2).(8.12)

Here, F' and F*' denote the total concentration derivatives of F and F*. For sake

of brevity, we will skip the index s resp. s* in the following notation.
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Inserting (8.9)-(8.12) in (8.7) and considering the typical length scales of the

processes described by the single terms, we end up with:

£,<% + e^Pc, Û (V, + e-1^) (f(Cq) + eCiF'(Co) - F*(C0) -tCiF*'(Co))
-(V?+2e-1V,V.^ + V?) (f(Co) + CiF'(C0)) +PeLû-V£F*(CQ)+

+ePeL Û • ViCii^'fCo) + e^Pe, û V,yCiF*'(C0) + e"2Pe, û VÖF*(C0) - 0.

(8.13)

The second term in (8.13) represents the advection of the fluctuating part of the

mesoscopic concentration gradient. The third and the fourth terms express the

advection of the macroscopic concentration gradient; the fifth and the sixth represent

the small-scale advection. All terms can be grouped in powers of e and every power of

e has to vanish separately. Finally, we end up with a system of differential equations:

^Co + PeL û - V*F*(<%) - V?F(C0)
dt (8.14)

+PeL Û V* (A F'(Co) - QF^Cq)) = 0

VlCxF'(C0) - Pe, û • VyC,F'(Co) - Pe,û • V, (f{C0) - F*(<%)) = 0 (8.15)

V2yF(Co) - Pe, û • VÔF((%) = 0. (8.16)

The solution of equation (8.16) is trivial. It is a constant with respect to y and

depends only on the large-scale variable x:

F(C0) = F(C0(x,t)). (8.17)

Equation (8.14) and (8.15) form a system of coupled stochastic differential equations

which can be decoupled if the following separation ansatz is made:

C'1 = -x(y)-ViC'o(x)t). (8.18)

Here, x(y) denotes an arbitrary «i-dimensional random field.

Inserting the separation ansatz in (8.14) and (8.15) and using the transformation

V*<% • VÖ0F(<%) = V,F((%) (8.19)

we obtain finally the following system of governing equations accounting for the

transport on the large scale

gC„ + Pei Û • ViF*(C„) - V^(C„)
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and for the transport on the small scale respectively:

vjx(y) - Pe, û • viX(y) = Pern • ( 1 - Ç^J (8-21)

In order to obtain the large-scale transport behavior, equation (8.20) has to be

averaged over the ensemble of all possible realizations of the fluctuating parameter.

Considering the construction of the effective isotherm s* and the corresponding

inverse function in (8.4), the ensemble average of F(Co) is exactly equal to the

function F*(CQ):

F(C0)=F*(C0,sk). (8.22)

Thus, we can write the dimensionless transport equation on the large scale in terms

of the total concentration as:

1L~

dt

where

~C0 + PeL û - V*F*(<%) - V, - (l + x(yK(y,S*)) V,F*(<%) = 0 (8.23)

Ç(y,s*) = l-F*'(C°\ (8.24)V '

F'(Co)

Obviously, the functions Ç and x depend on the explicit shape of the effective

isotherm which determines the inverse function F*. Especially, the solution of x

is in general not the same as for corrservative transport as it is the case for transport

with variable velocities. Thus, the exact form of the large-scale transport equa¬

tion can only be evaluated if the effective adsorbing behavior is known. This is

the subject of the following two sections where transport with variable distribution

coefficient and with variable Freundlich exponent are treated separately.

The homogenization theory analysis presented above is derived for adsorbing

transport with a generalized adsorption isotherm. The analysis can easily be ex¬

tended for every type of reactive transport. The crucial point is to express the

transport equation in terms of the total concentration and to find the inverse func¬

tion with respect to it. The final result will always depend on the shape of the

effective reaction term on large scales.

From (8.24) it is obvious that the general shape of the effective reaction term

reflects also in the asymptotic dispersion coefficient. In linear transport theory

and for nonlinearly adsorbing transport in a fluctuating velocity field, the effective

dispersion coefficient adopts a constant value for very large times and domains.

However, the effective dispersion coefficient in the case of chemically heterogeneous

transport is given by

Deff = i + x(yK(y,â*). (8.25)
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In general, this expression is a function of the dissolved concentration. It becomes

concentration-independent only if the following condition is fulfilled:

Ç{y,s*) = l~F*'^ =K (8.26)V }

F'(Co)

where K is a constant function with respect to Co- It only depends on the fluctuating

parameter and its statistical properties. The solution of (8.26) with respect to F*

can be written as

F*{Cq) = (1-K)F(Cq)+^ (8.27)

with an arbitrary constant function tp. The result clearly shows that the effective

dispersion does not depend on the dissolved concentration only if the effective reac¬

tive term shows the same functional dependence on the concentration field as on the

small scale. If the effective reaction on the large scale is reproduced by a different

function as on the small scale, a concentration-dependent effective dispersion coef¬

ficient arises. This is a general result which can be applied to every kind of reactive

transport with mass conservation.

8.2 Effective transport with variable Freundlich

distribution coefficient

In the following, we focus on transport with nonlinear adsorption of Freundlich

type where the Freundlich distribution coefficient varies spatially. The Freundlich

exponent in this case is kept constant. First, we use the results in homogenization

theory presented above to investigate the asymptotic dispersion coefficient and the

large-scale transport behavior. In the second part of the section, we extend the

asymptotic results to transient times and derive in lowest order perturbation theory

a time-dependent effective dispersion coefficient.

8.2.1 Asymptotic results

The effective transport behavior of a linearly adsorbing solute in chemically hetero¬

geneous media is given by a linear equivalent homogeneous transport equation by

replacing the fluctuating retardation factor by its mean value. The influence of the

fluctuating retardation factor is reflected in an increased effective dispersion coef¬

ficient [2, 7, 8, 29]. In the case of nonlinearly adsorbing solutes it is reasonable to

assume that the large-scale transport is also reproduced by a differential equation

of the same type as on the mesoscopic scale. This assumption is used to complete

the results in homogenization theory from section 8.1.
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For very large times we assume that almost the complete mass is adsorbed at

the soil matrix. The total mass can therefore be approximated by:

C = c + Kd(y) &> = Kd(y) <? = F(c, Kd(y)). (8.28)

In this case the inverse function of F can be written as

F(C, Kd(y)) = ( J?— ) . (8.29)

Here, Kd(y) denotes the fluctuating Freundlich distribution coefficient which can be

split into a mean part Kd and the fluctuations p,(y) around it:

Kd(y) = Êd(l-p(y)). (8.30)

Furthermore, the inverse function with respect to the effective adsorption (8.6) reads

as:

F*(cJd)=(jpjP . (8.31)

Inserting (8.29) and (8.31) into the function £ we obtain:

ç(y) = 1- F^Ù:Èd) =l-(l-„(y))*
F'(C,Kd(y))

p ^p

where the result is expanded in powers of small variations of the fluctuating parame¬
ter p(y). We use this result in the large-scale transport equation (8.23) and rewrite

it in dimensional form and dissolved concentrations. Thus, for the homogenized

transport equation we obtain:

-c0(x, t) + Kd -cg(x, t) + u • Vc0(x, t) ~ Deff • V2c0(x, t) = 0 (8.33)

where c0 denotes the large-scale dissolved concentration. As expected, the large-scale

transport behavior is given by the same type of transport equation as on mesoscopic

scales. The effective isotherm corresponds to an averaged Freundlich distribution

coefficient Kd

Kd = J dKdP(Kd)Kd (8.34)

where P(Kd) is the probability distribution of Kd.
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The small-scale variations are incorporated in an increased effective dispersion

coefficient Deff:

Deff = D + X(y)/*(y) + ^(y)/i3(y). (8-35)

First of all, this result shows that explicit results for the effective dispersion coeffi¬

cient can only be calculated numerically solving the small-scale problem (8.21) for

the random field x- In lowest order, the solution of x does not depend on the non¬

linear reaction arrd solves exactly the same equation as in the case of conservative

transport. In lowest order also the third term in (8.35) vanishes. Consequently, the

asymptotic value of the effective dispersion in this case is exactly the same as in lin¬

ear transport theory. This corresponds to the results which we derived for transport

with fluctuating velocities in section 6 and 7. Differently from a physically hetero¬

geneous medium, for large variarrces the result changes. The asymptotic effective

dispersion coefficient is not the same as for conservative transport. The asymptotic

value is affected by higher order correction terms which might have a very essential

impact on the overall solute migration. Especially, an increased value of the trans¬

verse dispersion can considerably slow down the center-of-mass movement of the

solute. Moreover, typical times to reach the asymptotic regime can become smaller.

In terms of breakthrough curves we expect that they will arrive at later times with

an less steep front as compared to transport in physically heterogeneous fields.

8.2.2 Extension to transient transport behavior

In order to investigate the temporal behavior of the large-scale dispersion coefficients

we propose to use the definition of effective transport parameters from chapter 6

and solve the integral expressions in lowest order perturbation theory. We omit

the discussion of ensemble dispersion coefficients because, as discussed in chapter 7,

they have no physical meaning for the reproduction of the ensemble mixing in the

case of transport with self-sharpening concentration profiles.

The autocorrelation function of the randomly distributed Freundlich coefficient

is given by a Gaussian shaped function

Wij(x - x') = a\d exp(-^l^iÜ) exp(-^^) exp(-^^) (8.36)
k lh lv

where k and lv are the correlation lengths in the longitudinal and the transverse

direction, and a\ is the variance of the random Kd-ûe\d.
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Lowest order perturbation theory

Similarly to transport in physically heterogeneous media we define the effective

velocity as

,dt j ddxXi (c(x, t) + Kdc?(x, t))
uf =

(- )Jtl
,

r '-). (8.37)
V Jddxc(x,t) /

The effective dispersion coefficients are given by

_

fdtfddxx2j(c(x,t) + KdcP(x,t))^
( fddxx,c^tj\~

°ü =

\ 2fd*xc{x,t) )
~

\Ut Jddxc(x,t) J' [*-M}

In order to solve (8.37) and (8.38) we expand the heterogeneous concentration field

c(x, t) in lowest order perturbation theory. The following procedure is very similar

to the mathematical manipulations in section 6.2: Inserting the Taylor expansion

of the dissolved (6.6) as well as adsorbed concentrations (6.8) into the transport

equation and grouping with respect to order in the fluctuating field we finally obtain

a hierarchical system of differential equations:

^(cb + Ä-dcg)+V-(u-D-v)co = 0 (8.39)
d (

d

^ (ci + K^e^ci) + V • (u - D • V) ci = -p(x)dtCo - /x(x)u • Vc0 (8.40)

— (c2 + KdpdÇ-1^ + V • (u - D • v) c2 = ~p(x)dtci - p,(x)u Vci -

-dt(Kdp(p-iy0-2cl) (8.41)

In the equations above we assume the influence of the local dispersion to be negligible

[54]. The variable Freundlich distribution coefficient is split in a mean value and a

fluctuating part, see (8.30).

The structure of the equations for the homogeneous concentration c0 and the

correction terms Ci and c2 is very similar to equations (6.9)-(6.11). However, addi¬

tional terms appear. The first equation represents homogeneous adsorbing transport

with a constant distribution coefficient equal to its mean value. The solution of the

second equation is given by a sum of two convolution integrals

ci(x,t) = -u- / ddx' / dt'g0(x,x',t,t')p(x')Vco(x\t')

- jddx' j dt'go(x,x',t,t')p(x')dt,Co(x',t')

(8.42)
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where go is the Green's function satisfying equation (6.13). The Taylor expansions

of the dissolved (6.6) and the adsorbed (6.8) concentrations are inserted in the

expressions for vff and D\f. After some manipulations, we obtain the following

integral expressions: The effective dispersion is given as

„&M « x j.
/ ddxxj (ujp(x)Vci (x, t) + p(x)dtci (x, t))

_

ff

^ (t) = Ui<y,1 +
_

/ÄCo(M)
= M«,i + ou,.

(8.43)

and the effective dispersion coefficient as

Df(t) = Diiôu +
eff^_n X ,

/^^icofx.tj^fft)
Jddxc0(x, t)

1 /ddxx2 (ujp(x)Vci(x,t) + fi(x)dtci(x, t))
'2 jddxc0(x,t) (8-44)

/ ddx Xj ci(x, £) J c/dx Xj (uip;(x) Vc0(x, t) + //(x)<9tc0(x, £))

(jrfdxc0(x,t))
The derivation of the above expressions is similar to the manipulations discussed in

appendix B.

Explicit results for effective transport parameters

The general structure of (8.43) and (8.44) is very similar to the effective velocity and

dispersion coefficient given in equations (6.14) and (6.16) in section 6.2. However,

expressions (8.43) -(8.44) and the solution of c\ are extended by additional terms

expressing time variations due to spatial differences in the adsorbing behavior.

In order to evaluate explicit results for the effective groundwater velocity and

the effective dispersion coefficient we insert the solution of ci in (8.43) and (8.44).

Using translation invariance and integrating over time and space, we finally end up

with the following integral expressions:

The effective transport velocity is simplified to:

uf(t) = Ui SiA + 2uidt / ddxdt'go(x, t - t')w(x)+

d2 j ddxxi J ddx' f* dt'g0(x - x', t - t')w(x - x')c0(x', if)
^'^

fddxco(x, t)

We cannot explicitly evaluate the second and third term in (8.45) because the solu¬

tion of the homogeneous transport case is not known. However, the temporal behav¬

ior of the integral in the second term is well-known from our previous investigations
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in chapter 6. It is exactly the same integral as the ensemble dispersion coefficient in

(6.27). It grows exponentially towards an asymptotic limit. Consequently, for times

t > t1 the second term becomes zero. The temporal behavior of the third term is

verified numerically: The integral grows as a power law function of time ~ tK, k > 1,

but its contribution is of negligible order of magnitude O(0). Moreover, the second

time derivative converges to 0. Thus, the velocity correction 5uf^ vanishes for times

t > t1 where r1 denotes the characteristic advective time scale from section 6.6.

The effective transport velocity is equivalent to the groundwater velocity:

uf(t>r:l)=uiSi,1. (8.46)

This result is used in the calculation of the effective dispersion coefficient. The

second term in (8.44) vanishes. Appropriate manipulations of the third and fourth

terms lead to:

Df{t) = Dit 6« + Ui I ddxdt'go(x, t - t')w(x)

J ddx ddx' ddx" c0(x, t) /„* dt'wa(x - x")gQ(x' - x", t - t')c0(x", t')

(fddxc0(x,t))2
dt j ddx Xi j ddx' /„* dt'g0(x -x',t- t')w(x - x')c0(x', t')

-u2

-Ui

f ddxco(x, t)

d2 f ddxx2 j ddx' /„ dt'g0(x -x',t- t')w(x - x')c0(x', t')
+

(f ddxcQ(x,t))2
f ddx x{dtco(x, t) j ddx'ddx" $1 dt'wü(x - x")g0(x' - x", t - t')c0(x", t')

(J'rfdxc0(x,t))2
/ ^xx^tco(x, t) dt f ddx'ddx" /0* dfx'2Wii(x - x")g0(x' - x", t - t')c0(x", t')

(fddxco(x,t))2
(8.47)

The second and the third terms have exactly the same form as the integral ex¬

pressions for the effective dispersion in (6.27). Referring to the discussion of the

transport velocity the fourth, fifth and the seventh terms can be neglected. The

sixth term behaves as a power law function of time with ( _}, ) ,
k < 1, but it

converges towards zero much more faster than the third term. So, its contribution

can also be neglected for times t > r£l. Finally, the effective dispersion coefficient

becomes very similar to the effective dispersion coefficient derived in the case of

transport in a heterogeneous velocity field:

Df,(xi > k) = DU + < uk^(l-
(1 + 4iM)1/2] • (8-48)
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The temporal increase of the effective dispersion coefficient towards the asymp¬

totic value is characterized by the same typical time scales as in the physically

heterogeneous transport case. We distinguish between an advective and dispersive

time scale as introduced in expressions (6.48) and (6.49) in section 6.6. For times

smaller than r1 the longitudinal effective dispersion coefficient is still equal to the

local small-scale dispersion coefficient because the plume is almost unspread. How¬

ever, it grows as a power law function of time for times t1 <t < t$ and approaches

after time of some dispersive time scales the asymptotic regime.

8.3 Effective transport with variable Freundlich

exponent

The next step in our investigations is concerned with transport of solutes under¬

going heterogeneous adsorption of Freundlich type. In particular, the Freundlich

exponent varies spatially. The transport behavior is described by a stochastic dif¬

ferential equation where the random field appears as an exponent. The treatment

of such a kind of transport problems is not trivial because the effective adsorption

behavior on the large scale might be completely different from a common Freundlich

isotherm. At least, the widely spread approximation to replace the fluctuating pa¬

rameter by an appropriate mean value has to be checked. Therefore, our efforts

in this section aim first at determination of the effective adsorption behavior and

second at the derivation and modeling of the large-scale transport behavior. The

effective adsorption isotherm is derived from the zero-dimensional transport equa¬

tion, i.e. the equation of pure adsorption. The asymptotic transport is investigated

by using homogenization theory. Our result shows that the random Freundlich ex¬

ponent field changes essentially the transport processes on the large scale. First, the

transport is characterized by a different type of differential equation. Second, the ef¬

fective dispersion coefficient becomes a function of the dissolved concentration. The

derived asymptotic results are compared with numerical simulations in one spatial

dimension.

8.3.1 Effective adsorbing behavior

Determination of effective adsorption isotherm

To determine the effective adsorbing behavior we use the zero-dimensional transport

equation which expresses the conservation of the total mass with time and represents

the adsorption in a well-mixed batch. For technical reasons, we first rewrite the
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equation in dimensionless form and introduce the following dimensionless quantities:

c=^, Kd =

,
. K\,, (8.49)

where cm is the initial concentration which satisfies

M(t0) := cin + Kd (cin)pW. (8.50)

Then, the dimensionless form of the zero-dimensional transport equation reads as:

dtc(x, t) + Kddtc?M (x, t) = 0. (8.51)

The Freundlich exponent p(x) is a randomly distributed function with the proba¬

bility distribution P(p(x)) and a vanishing spatial correlations. Consequently, the

averaged transport behavior can be obtained by averaging (8.51) over the probability

distribution:

dt j dpP(p(x))c(x, t) + kddt j dpP(p(x))&>^(x, t) = 0. (8.52)

The first integral in (8.52) does not depend on p and the integration over the prob¬

ability distribution yields 1. For the integration of the second term we assume that

the Freundlich exponent is log-normally distributed around a mean value p,x with

the variance a2

A log-normal distribution guarantees that the Freundlich exponent will strictly be

positive. Thus, the averaged adsorption term is given by:
oo

ki& = fdp-^==exV (-(ln(^~/*)2) expblnc). (8.54)

o

In general, this integral has no closed solution. To solve it we use the functional

relationship between the log-normally distributed variable p and the normally dis¬

tributed variable x = \n(p):

P(p)dp = P(x)dx (8.55)
dx

dp

Here, P(x) is the normal probability distribution. It can be expanded in small

a2-values and written in terms of the variable p as

P{p) = P(x) (8.56)

a2 ( d .
d2

P(x) = exp(px)5(p - exp(/^)) + -^ exp(^) lp— + P2-g^ ) s(p ~ exp(^))+

oi
,
J d _^d2

2Jo{p-exp{p
(8.57)

-£ exp(px) [p— + 7p2^ ) ö(p - exp(px)).
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Inserting this result in (8.54) the integral can easily be calculated. Grouping terms

with respect to their order in the variance and rewriting the expression in dimen¬

sional units, we obtain:

K& = Kd<**<"•> |l + ^exp(^) (l + In (^) exp(^)) In (£)

+^exp(^) (l + 7exp(^)ln(^) +6exp(2^)ln2 (£) (8-58)

+ exp(3^)ln3(^))lrr(^)}+C?(^).
This result shows clearly that the effective adsorption behavior is not given by an

adsorption isotherm of Freundlich type. Higher order logarithmic correction terms

affect the effective adsorption behavior of the solute.

For very small variances the correction terms in (8.58) might be negligible. How¬

ever, still for variances ax ~ ö(10~3) the results differ considerably from the ad¬

sorption behavior given by a Freundlich isotherm with a Freundlich exponent equal

to a constant value. Moreover, the higher order correction terms Ö(a%) impact the

correct transport behavior and should be taken into account. For comparison, in

figure 8.1 we plot the effective adsorption isotherm from (8.58) and a Freundlich ad¬

sorption isotherm with p = exp(px) as a function of the dissolved concentration. As

we can see, the two adsorption isotherms differ considerably from each other. The

effectively adsorbed concentration is bigger corresponding to a stronger retardation

of the transport processes. Indeed, as the dissolved concentration decreases, the

difference between the two adsorption isotherms grows. For c —v 0 the logarithmic

terms increase very rapidly; thus, more mass is adsorbed on the soil matrix. This

leads to an infinitely large retardation.

Numerical verification

In order to numerically verify the effective transport behavior in a variable Fre¬

undlich exponent field we consider a one-dimensional transport case. First, we solve

numerically the transport equation (2.1). The adsorption term is given by a Fre¬

undlich equilibrium isotherm with a log-normally distributed Freundlich exponent

around a mean value \ix = —0.32. We consider two different situations according

to two different values of the variance ox = 0.02 and 0.12. Note that the values

of the variance are kept small because the calculation of (8.58) is performed only

for small variances. The domain is resolved by elements of grid size Ax = 0.1 and

contains 1000 cells. The dispersivity is set to an = 10"4m. The tracer is released

point-like in space and time with cm = 1 g/m. All the other parameters are given

in table 5.1. The advective part is solved by the method of finite differences with a
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Figure 8.1: Effective adsorption isotherm with al = 0.12, px = -0.32 and Fre¬

undlich isotherm with p = exp(px) = 0.726

Courant number Co = 0.9. The numerical procedure is repeated for an equivalent

transport situation with an effective adsorption isotherm as given in (8.58).

In figure 8.2 we plot the result of the calculations with o2x = 0.02. Here, we com¬

pare distributions of dissolved concentrations after a transport time t = 108 s. The

influence of the fluctuating Freundlich exponents is visible from the concentration

tailing which is no more smooth. As we can see, the heterogeneous concentration

profile is very well reproduced by the effective transport. We do not expect to be

able to reproduce the whole irregular structure of the tailing. However, the front

position as well as the general evolution of the tailing match perfectly. A reasonable

match of the both solutions appears still after a sampling of about 100 different

p-values and holds as function of time and space.

The center-of-mass movement for transport with variable Freundlich exponent

is essentially slowed down compared to a homogeneous transport situation with a

Freundlich exponent p = exp(px). In figure 8.3 we plot breakthrough curves at

xi = 60 m in the homogeneous transport case and with variable Freundlich expo¬

nent. As we can see, the concentration front in the heterogeneous transport situation

arrives retarded. This behavior carr be explained by the influence of the logarithmic

terms in (8.58) causing a stronger retardation (sec figure 8.1). Moreover, figure 8.3

represents again the very good agreement between the solutions with spatially vari¬

able FVeundlich exponent and the theoretically predicted effective transport with

the new isotherm (8.58).
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Figure 8.2: Concentration distribution after t = 108s, a2 = 0.12

Figure 8.4 shows a double-logarithmic representation of the breakthrough curves

from figure 8.3. Since in the homogeneous transport situation the tailing decrease is

given by a power law function of time ^T1^, see [27], the decrease of the hetero¬

geneous breakthrough curve varies with time. Obviously, the stronger retardation

of the heterogeneous transport cannot be reproduced by an effective isotherm of

Freundlich type with a constant Freundlich exponent. The adsorbing behavior de¬

pends on the concentration field. Especially, smaller concentration values are more

strongly retarded than in the case of Freundlich-type adsorption.

In figure 8.5 we plot the solution of the heterogeneous transport with a2 = 0.12

at time t = 108s. The increased variance is reflected in a stronger "roughness" of

the tailing representing the bigger spatial differences in the adsorption behavior.

The concentration distribution fits very well with the simulation result with an

effective adsorption isotherm. The higher contrasts in the random field influence

essentially the solute migration. Compared to the transport situation in figure 8.2

the transport is more strongly retarded. As the variance grows, the first arrival

time of the heterogeneous breakthrough curves is shifted to later times. As shown

in figure 8.6, the difference to the homogeneous transport case with p = exp(px) is

essential still for a variance as small as ax = 0.02 and increases for higher values of

a2. This behavior can be explained by the impact of small values of the variable

Freundlich exponent which retard the transport additionally. Especially, the small

concentrations at the tailing are considerably affected. As a result, more mass gets

stuck around the initial position and the tailing is widely spread.
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The results of this subsection are very important in understanding upscaling and

effective transport behavior. They show that upscaling of heterogeneous structures

can not only lead to upscaled parameters irr a macroscopic process but also to a

completely different character of the involved transport processes.

8.3.2 Asymptotic results

In the following, we extend our investigations to the asymptotic behavior of the

transport parameters and use the results in homogenization theory from section 8.1

to derive the transport equation on large scales.

Again, we start with the assumption that for very long times the dissolved mass

becomes very small compared to the adsorbed mass. Therefore, the total concen¬

tration in (8.3) can be approximated by

C = Kd^ = F(c,p(y)). (8.59)

Here, p(y) denotes the spatially fluctuating Freundlich exponent. The inverse func¬

tion of F(c) is given by

c = F(c,P(y)) =
C

k~d

p(y)

(8.60)

As shown in subsection 8.3.1, the type of the effective adsorption isotherm changes

as an ensemble average is performed. Consequently, the total mass in terms of the

effective adsorption isotherm (8.5) can be expressed as

^ Ty „expOzH l+?fexp(ßx)(l+ln(c)exp(ßx)) )
C =

Kdc v J F*(?,exp(nx),al) (8.61)
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Figure 8.5: Concentration distribution Figure 8.6: Impact of heterogeneity
after t = 108s, a2 = 0.12 on the first arrival time; Breakthrough

curves at xi = 60 m

For simplification, we assume only lowest order Taylor expansion which allows us to

rewrite the effective isotherm (8.58) in an exponential form. The inverse function of

F^c*, exp(jUa;),cr!) is found to be

F*(C,exp(px),a2x) =

exp

1

2cr|exp(2^)
-2 - a2 exp(/ix)+i/4 + 4a| exp(px)(l + 2 ln(^) + a* exp(2^)

Kd

(8.62)

and depends on the statistical properties of the random field.

With this result the function £ can be written as a function of the total concen¬

tration, the variable Freundlich exponent and its statistical moments:

«y) i -^gy - ' - «> (- (I)-H«**

(8.63)
The expression for £ is given in appendix E.

Inserting the result for £ into (8.23), the large-scale transport equation can be

written as:

|(% + PeL û • VxF*(Co) - VM + 5dL (^V exp(^), a2x j xPj?iF*{C0)
0.

(8.64)
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Transferring again to a dimensional form and dissolved concentrations, we obtain

for the homogenized transport equation:

-c0(x,t) + ^/etf(x,t) + u- Vc0(x,t) - Deff(co) V2c0(x,t) = 0. (8.65)

The function /eff denotes the effective adsorption isotherm given in expression (8.58);

Co is the large-scale dissolved concentration.

The result in equation (8.65) is a novelty in groundwater hydrology. It shows

clearly that the upscaling of the small-scale inhomogeneities can essentially influ¬

ence the large-scale transport behavior. Not only are the small-scale heterogeneities

incorporated in large-scale transport parameters, but also the type of transport

equation is modified. This behavior is very different from the treatment of hetero¬

geneous transport equations where the heterogeneity is contained in a linear term.

In the latter case, the effective transport on large scales is given by the same type of

differential equation as on the small scale. This applies for linear transport processes

as well as for transport with nonlinear adsorption with heterogeneous velocities or

in a stochastic field with variable Freundlich distribution coefficient.

Besides, for the asymptotic effective dispersion we end up with a concentration-

dependent result. The effective dispersion in (8.65) is given by

Deff (Co) = D + SD(\n(co),a2x, exp(fix))x(y,c0)p(y). (8.66)

The explicit form of 5D(ln(co), al,cxp(p,x)) can be found in appendix E. A closed

expression for the effective dispersion coefficient can only be evaluated numerically

by solving the auxiliary equation with respect to the random field x- As we can see

from equation (8.21), the random field x becomes in this case also a function of the

concentration field and depends on the explicit shape of the adsorption isotherm.

This behavior also differs from the results in sections 6.9 and 8.2. As a consequence,

the results for conservative transport can not be used for modeling of the effective

dispersion. Especially, for small concentration values the effective dispersion will

increase very fast leading to an infinite spreading of the solute cloud (see formula

(E.3)).

8.3.3 Modeling of effective and ensemble transport behavior

In order to verify our analytical investigations from the previous sections we study

the transport in a spatially variable Freundlich exponent field. The numerical simu¬

lations are performed as described in section 5.2.2. In order to analyze mixing effects

and the influence of the transverse dispersion we consider three different situations

corresponding to different dispersion coefficients. Figure 8.8, 8.9 and 8.10 show the

propagation of the initially line-like solute at four different times.
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In figure 8.8 we plot our results for very small values of the dispersion coefficients

which are of the order of magnitude of the numerical dispersion, an = 10~4 m, a22 =

10~4 m. In this case, the fluctuating Freundlich exponent field deforms the initially

uniformly distributed solute front. Moreover, the distributions of the Freundlich ex¬

ponent vary from streamline to streamline. This results in differently retarded solute

transport and therefore different velocities on the single streamlines. In particular,

regions with higher p-values (p ~ 1) appear as "faster" streamlines. In contrast,

small values of the Freundlich exponent cause higher retardation effects. Especially,

small concentrations are very strongly retarded. This behavior becomes apparent

for longer travel times (e.g. for t = 2 x 107s). Here, the small concentration values

at the end of the tail are in fact infinitely retarded and remain around their initial

positions. A very broad, spatially wide-stretched tailing results. The concentration

distribution at every streamline is similar to figure 8.5. Moreover, the movement of

particles on single streamlines takes place independently from each other. Because

of the very small transverse dispersion, there is no effective physical mechanism

causing particle exchange and mixing between single streamlines. As a consequence

the differences between single streamlines increase with time.

ensemble average

superimposed average

equivalent medium

Figure 8.7: Ensemble and centered average of concentration distributions at t

5 x 106s (black) and t = 2 x 107s (grey). Comparison with equivalent transport

In order to verify our results in homogenization theory we have to perform the

average over an ensemble of possible realizations of the heterogeneous medium. The

idea is similar to the idea in section 7.2. Every streamline is considered as a single

realization of the stochastic medium. The average over the 200 single streamlines

is associated with the averaged transport behavior. As explained in section 7.3 we
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perform the average over the streamlines accordingly to our definition of ensem¬

ble and effective mixing. The average over the concentratiorr distributions at every

streamline yields the so-called ensemble average providing information about the

ensemble mixing behavior. The effective mixing is associated with the average of

concentration distributions whose maximum positions have been superimposed be¬

fore averaging. The ensemble and centered average concentration distributions at

t = 5 x 106s and t = 2 x 107s are shown in figure 8.7. The ensemble averaged

concentration profiles confirm our expectation: They are widely spread over the

longitudinal direction. With time the width of the distribution grows because of

increasing concentration differences between the single streamlines. As widely dis¬

cussed in previous chapters, the effective mixing parameters provide a more realistic

information about the real mixing behavior in the stochastic domain. Comparing

the ensemble with the centered average concentration profiles this fact becomes

much more clear. The centered average concentrations do not contain the center-of-

mass fluctuations between the single streamlines. Therefore, they are more regularly

shaped and present again the self-sharpening character of the nonlinear transport

process. The essential impact of the averaging method on the shape of the resulting

averaged concentration agrees with the results from chapter 7 where we proved that

the ensemble averaging procedure in the case of transport with variable velocities

leads to an additional broadening of the self-sharpening concentration front that

cannot be reproduced in local transport theory. This artificial averaging effect be¬

comes much more obvious in the case of fluctuating Freundlich exponents . Here, the

widely spread ensemble averaged concentration profile cannot be modeled by means

of an equivalent transport equation in local nor in nonlocal theory. An equivalent

ensemble transport simulation can only reproduce the center-of-mass position and

give information about the arrival time of the maximum concentration. For other

aspects, a fully heterogeneous simulation has to be performed.

The centered average concentration profiles are compared with equivalent homo¬

geneous simulations with an effective adsorption isotherm, as described in subsec¬

tion 8.3.1. Because we do not know the explicit shape of the effective longitudinal

dispersion coefficient we use only the local dispersion with an = 10-4m. As we can

see, the equivalent homogeneous simulations reproduce not only the center of mass

position but also the general shape of the centered average concentration profile.

The differences are due to the impact of the effective dispersion which was disre¬

garded in the equivalent simulations. Obviously, the effective dispersion coefficient

particularly affects the small concentration values. This agrees with our results

from homogenization theory where we derived an increasing dispersion coefficient as

function of decreasing concentrations. If we turn back to figure 8.7 we see that es¬

pecially the small concentration values at the tailing and at the concentration front
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are additionally spread suggesting higher values of the effective dispersion. It is

reasonable to assume that the effective dispersion does not affect the higher concen¬

tration values. Here, the difference between the equivalent and the heterogeneous

domain reflects the impact of the effective dispersion on the small concentrations

and mass conservation. For very large travel distances the additional broadening

of the concentration front increases and shows up as a small "tailing" in front of

the concentration profile. This reflects again the fact that the effective dispersion

becomes very large for small concentrations.

How this "tailing" in front of the concentration profile arises can be observed if we

increase the transverse dispersion. In figure 8.9 and 8.10 we plot our results for an =

0.0055 m and a22 = 0.0055 resp. 0.055 m. The transverse dispersion smoothes out

differences between the single streamlines. As we can see, the contrasts in the domain

vanish as 0^2 grows. The transverse dispersion decreases the concentration values at

single streamlines. Consequently, the transport is additionally retarded. Moreover,

this retardation is more stronger than for transport with fluctuating velocities. If we

compare figure 8.9 with the simulation in section 5.2.1, figure 6.10, we recognize that

the typical time to cross the middle of the domain has increased twice. Moreover,

as discussed above, the concentration is widely distributed overall in the domain.

As we discussed in section 6.6, the transverse dispersion influences the charac¬

teristic dispersive time scale. The bigger D22 the shorter is the time to reach the

asymptotic regime. Therefore, the bigger transverse dispersion corresponds to a

larger "tailing" in front of the centered average concentration profile. This "tailing"

grows with time incorporating the concentration dependence of the effective dis¬

persion coefficient. Moreover, differently from in the case of physical heterogeneity,

concentration distributions respectively breakthrough curves cannot be observed to

be well localized in space and time. For very long travel times and travel distances

the large-scale concentration will disperse infinitely.
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Figure 8 8 Concentration distribution for transport with fluctuating Freundlich

exponent, Djj = D22 = 10 9m2/s
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Figure 8 9- Concentration distribution for transport with fluctuating Freundlich

exponent, Dn = 5 5 x 10~7m2/s and D22 = 5 5 x 10~8m2/s
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Figure 8.10: Concentration distribution for transport with fluctuating Freundlich

exponent, Du = 5.5 x 10~7m2/s and D22 = 5.5 x 10~7m2/s



Chapter 9

Conclusions and discussion

In the presented thesis we investigated the transport behavior of nonlinearly ad¬

sorbing solutes in heterogeneous porous media. In particular, we focused on equi¬

librium adsorption reactions described by a Freundlich-type adsorption isotherm.

The heterogeneity of the medium was associated with spatial variability of the un¬

derlying formation materials and their physical and chemical properties. Therefore,

we studied the influence of three different fluctuating parameters: Spatially variable

conductivities were related to a heterogeneous velocity field. The different adsorp¬

tion affinity of the differently spatially distributed materials appeared in a spatially

variable Freundlich distribution coefficient and Freundlich exponent. Moreover, we

assumed that these fluctuations take place on a scale which is small compared to

the intrinsic scale of the solute transport.

The aim of this work was to investigate the impact that the small-scale variability

might have on the transport behavior on large scales. For this reason, we assumed

the porous medium as a hierarchical structure composed by different length scales.

In order to develop equations that accurately predict the fate of chemicals within

an aquifer we studied the transport on three scales and transferred the small-scale

information to the larger length scales.

At each level of consideration there were two principal objectives of our work:

First, we developed the equivalent transport equation which describes the transport

behavior on the larger scale and for which the small-scale variations are incorporated

in averaged transport parameters. Second, we aimed at the derivation of explicit

results for the averaged transport parameters.

Results

In the first part of the thesis we started from the smallest length scale, the adsorbing

surface, and used the theory of heterogeneous surfaces in order to incorporate the

96
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impact of energetically heterogeneously distributed adsorption sites on the general

adsorption behavior on the surface. The average over the energy spectrum resulted

in an average adsorption isotherm. We showed that a Freundlich adsorption isotherm

occurs if the energy sites are distributed exponentially. The Freundlich isotherm was

included into a pore-scale model as a boundary condition describing the reaction at

the interface between the soil and fluid phase. Using a volume averaging method

we derived the spatially smoothed advection-dispersion equation on the mesoscopic

scale. The pore-scale inhomogeneities were summarized into the mesoscopic local

dispersion coefficient and the Darcy velocity. On mesoscales, the adsorption re¬

action affects the time evolutiorr of the dissolved solute concentration all over the

mesoscopic domain.

Natural aquifers display a wide range of spatial variability which can consider¬

ably influence the transport behavior on macroscopic length scales as well as the

characteristic transport parameters. The influence of the heterogeneities is in gen¬

eral quantified by means of stochastic models. In a stochastic modeling approach a

given aquifer is identified with one single realization within an ensemble of possible

aquifers having the same statistical properties. To gain information characterizing

a single realization of the medium it is required to determine appropriate quanti¬

ties for which the sample to sample fluctuations arc small. These quantities are

then averaged over the ensemble. In this work we applied two conceptually different

averaging methods and distinguished between effective and ensemble transport pa¬

rameters. The difference between the effective and ensemble dispersion is well-known

from the linear transport literature: The ensemble dispersion coefficient takes into

account artificial mixing effects due to the sample to sample fluctuations of the cen¬

ter of mass. This effect is suppressed by the effective dispersion coefficient which is

defined as ensemble average over the dispersion coefficients in the single realizations.

In the second part of the thesis we investigated the transport behavior on macro¬

scopic scales for a solute moving through a heterogeneous velocity field.

In chapter 6 we developed a perturbation theory approach in order to derive

large-scale transport parameters for the transport of a point-like initial injection.

The aim of these investigations was twofold: First, there exist different attempts

in the literature to infer transport parameters from concentration distributions in

case of nonlinearly adsorbing transport. We proposed a new formalism having the

advantage of stating a unique relation between concentration data and transport

parameters. Our methodology of defining transport parameters by global spatial

moments can easily be generalized to other reactive transport situations. Second, we

presented explicit results for transport with nonlinear adsorption in heterogeneous

porous media. The derivation of explicit results for the ensemble and effective

dispersion coefficients in this case is a novelty in the literature. So far, only semi-
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analytical or numerical results have been presented.

In the following, we will discuss our results in more detail starting with the

asymptotic transport behavior. The large-scale transport velocity is given by the

mean velocity. The asymptotic ensemble and effective dispersion coefficient are

found to be exactly the same as for transport with linear adsorption. Especially, the

asymptotic longitudinal dispersion coefficient is strongly increased against its local

value.

However, the transient behavior of the dispersion coefficients depends on the non¬

linear adsorption and is characterized by new time scales. In analogy to conservative

and linearly adsorbing transport, we introduce an advective and a dispersive time

scale. The concentration dependent retardation influences strongly the movement of

the center of mass as well as the spreading in transversal direction. Especially, the

transversal local dispersion plays an essential role in case of nonlinear adsorption.

Differently from linear transport processes the transversal dispersion also influences

the tracer movement in longitudinal direction. Therefore, the two times scales for

nonlinearly adsorbing transport differ from those in linear transport theory.

For transport with nonlinear adsorption the longitudinal dispersion shows a com¬

pletely different impact on the concentration distribution than in the linear case.

It orrly changes the steepness of the front which is determined by an equilibrium

between sharpening and dispersive effects. Enhanced longitudinal dispersion coeffi¬

cients cause less steep fronts but only slightly broader concentration distributions.

Especially, the time derivative of the central second spatial moment is not propor¬

tional to the dispersion coefficient. Therefore, common moment analysis can lead

to incorrect conclusions about the transport behavior in this case.

It is a well-known fact that ensemble dispersion coefficients tend to overestimate

the real dilution by artificial ensemble averaging effects. For transport with non¬

linear adsorption this fact has an even stronger impact. As we already mentioned,

the transversal dispersion influences the center of mass velocity. The enhanced en¬

semble transversal dispersion implies a slower center of mass velocity of the plume

for transient times. However, in previous literature there is no evidence for such

behavior. In contrast, the effective transversal dispersion coefficient does not show

an enhanced value for transient times but stays small for all times. It reaches an

asymptotic value which is of the order of magnitude of the small-scale transversal

dispersion. The behavior of this dispersion coefficient agrees better with existing

numerical simulations. This behavior underlines the fact that effective parameters

are the more appropriate transport parameters to characterize the real transport

behavior.

Additional efforts were aimed at semi-analytical and numerical verification of

the proposed identification method. In general, we found an excellent agreement
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between theoretical and semi-analytical results. The numerical simulations proved

the applicability of the method for characterization of large-scale transport in a

single heterogeneous formation. Effective and ensemble dispersion coefficients were

calculated using a stochastic modeling approach. The difficulty to define ensemble

averaged values in a single realization was avoided by considering an instantaneous

line source injected over the whole transverse axis into the domain. Thus, the

statistical ensemble was performed over the variety of different streamlines on which

particles are transported as single point-like tracers. The numerical simulations

confirmed the analytical expressions for the ensemble and effective dispersion.

Our analytical and numerical results can be very useful for the correct under¬

standing of field experiments, performing risk assessment and remediation schemes.

They can be applied for modeling of nonlinearly adsorbing transport by means of

equivalent transport models with effective dispersiorr coefficients as function of time

or space.

The perturbation theory results were extended to transport in strongly heteroge¬

neous formations. Using a homogenization theory approach we derived an upscaled

transport equation which is generally valid for transport on large scales and does not

contain any restrictions for the magnitude of the log-conductivity variance. The only

restriction of using homogenization theory is that the typical length scale of hetero¬

geneity is widely separated from the typical length scale of the transport process.

Therefore, the results are useful to describe the asymptotic transport behavior for

large times and/or large distances and to determine effective transport parameters.

As expected we found that the effective mixing large-scales transport of nonlinearly

adsorbing solutes is described by the same type of differential equation as on the

mesoscopic scale for the case of constant adsorption parameters. The influence of

the heterogeneity in the velocity field is incorporated in effective dispersion coeffi¬

cients which differ quantitatively from the local dispersion coefficients on the small

scale and reflect the statistical properties of the heterogeneous medium. However,

in order to evaluate explicit results for the effective dispersion coefficients, one still

has to solve an additional stochastic differential equation.

We relaxed our approach to transport with an arbitrary sorption isotherm and

showed that the asymptotic results do not depend on the explicit shape of the ad¬

sorption reaction. Only the transient behavior is essentially affected by the choice of

the isotherm and has to be determined individually for each isotherm. Furthermore,

our approach can be applied for transport of a permanently injected solute. Here,

we found similar results as for transport of an instantaneously released solute.

In chapter 7, our efforts are aimed at modeling and understanding of the effective

arrd ensemble mixing at macroscopic scales. Especially, we addressed the question

whether the large-scale mixing can be reproduced by an equivalent homogeneous
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transport model with appropriately defined large-scale transport parameters. The

large-scale transport parameters were calculated in a stochastic modeling approach

and equivalent homogeneous transport simulations were performed.

We used two different concepts to characterize the effective and ensemble mixing

on the large scale. In the first approach, we identified the real transport velocities

and the real dispersion coefficients by means of temporal moments of breakthrough

curves in single realizations. It is characteristic for this novel identification method

that it accounts for the temporal moments of the dissolved as well as the adsorbed

solute concentrations. Since our method does not require a high spatial resolution

as is necessary for the evaluation of spatial moments, it might be of special interest

for analyzing results of field studies when breakthrough curves are measured in only

few monitoring points.

The second approach derives the large-scale transport behavior by performing

the ensemble average over the transport equation or equivalently over the solute con¬

centration. A large-scale transport equation with a nonlocal dispersive flux results.

Usually, this nonlocal flux is localized yielding the so-called ensemble dispersion

coefficients.

The distinction between ensemble and real mixing behavior is already well-known

in the literature. However, the differences between both concepts become even more

prominent for transport situations with a self-sharpening concentration profile.

Transport simulations of an equivalent homogeneous medium were compared

with solute breakthrough curves in one particular heterogeneous medium. The en¬

semble average has been replaced by a spatial average across the transversal cross-

section of the domain. The philosophy behind this approach is the following: Every

single streamline in the heterogeneous domain is considered as a different realiza¬

tion of the medium. Therefore, the average over the transversal cross section ap¬

proximates the ensemble average if the extension of the heterogeneous domain in

transversal direction is large enough. Analogously to the definition of real and

ensemble mixing parameters, two different spatial averaging procedures in the het¬

erogeneous formation have beerr introduced. In the first averaging procedure, the

center-of-mass positions of local breakthrough curves were superimposed first. Af¬

terwards, the superimposed breakthrough curves were averaged over the transversal

cross section (centered average). In the second approach, the breakthrough curves

are averaged across the transversal direction without superimposition of the center

of mass (ensemble average). Evidently, the first averaging procedure better esti¬

mates the real dilution, especially at the self-sharpening front, whereas the second

averaging procedure displays the ensemble mixing behavior.

We found a very good agreement between the breakthrough curves of the equiv¬

alent homogeneous transport simulation with real dispersion coefficients and the
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centered average of local breakthrough curves in the heterogeneous domain. Thus,

the real dilution in a heterogeneous formation can be reproduced by an equiva¬

lent homogeneous transport simulation in local theory using large-scale dispersion

coefficients.

In case of ensemble mixing behavior we found a very different result. Performing

an equivalent homogeneous transport simulation with a localized ensemble dispersive

flux we were not able to reproduce the maximum peak concentration and the front

steepness of the ensemble averaged breakthrough curve in the heterogeneous domain.

The reason for this behavior lies in the fact that the localization approximation of the

dispersive flux is only reliable if the large-scale concentration gradients are smooth

compared to the concentration fluctuations on the scale of heterogeneity. This is the

case for the concentration tail of the nonlinearly adsorbing solute plume but at the

concentration front the concentration gradients are large. Therefore, close to and

at the front the localization approximation fails. In order to avoid this inaccuracy

we solved the transport equation taking into account a nonlocal ensemble dispersive

flux. By this means the ensemble mixing transport behavior could be reproduced.

The same result was also found for large traveling distances indicating that the

nonlocal dispersive flux will never localize. Note that this behavior differs from the

corresponding transport behavior of conservative solutes. In the latter case, the

localization approximation yields reliable results already for small travel distances

of the plume.

Our results have severe implications. We illustrate them by reminding the reader

of the corresponding transport behavior of conservative solutes. For conservative

transport the additional dispersive flux resulting from the impact of the small-scale

heterogeneities on the large-scale transport behavior can be localized already after

a travel distance of several correlation lengths. In general, ensemble and real disper¬

sion coefficients have a different transient behavior. However, in the long-time limit

ensemble and real dispersion coefficients approach the same asymptotic value. This

equivalence for asymptotic times demonstrates that ensemble mixing, displaying for

small times an artificial ensemble mixing effect, describes the real mixing effect for

long times. This does not hold for transport of a nonlinearly sorbing solute. En¬

semble averaging characterizes an artificial mixing process which will rrever describe

the real dilution process. This behavior can be understood by another qualitative

argument. For conservative transport in a heterogeneous medium the center of mass

fluctuations between different streamlines scales with the square root of time. The

width of the plume which is a measure for the dispersive flux is proportional to

the square root of time as well. Therefore, the center of mass fluctuations might
be modeled by means of an additional dispersive flux. Due to transversal disper¬

sion the center of mass fluctuations are smoothed out for long times resulting in a
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real dispersive flux. If we apply the same argument for transport of a nonlinearly

adsorbing solute we find that the center-of-mass fluctuations also scale as a power

law function in time. However, due to the self-sharpening properties of the concen¬

tration profile the width of the front does not grow with time but stays constant.

Even if transversal dispersion tends to smooth out center-of-mass fluctuations be¬

tween different streamlines self-sharpening of the front acts against this spreading

process. It implies that the impact of center-of-mass fluctuations between different

streamlines can never be modeled by means of an additional local dispersive flux.

We claim that this effect occurs not only for the special case of a nonlinearly

adsorbing solute but also in all cases where self-sharpening of concentration fronts

plays a major role. This might be the case especially for reactive transport situations

as they occur in bioremediation schemes.

The results of our work may contribute to a better interpretation of field exper¬

iments as well as for the prediction of solute transport behavior as it is necessary

in the framework of risk assessment and remediation schemes. Local dilution effects

should be modeled by means of real dispersion coefficients. The depth-averaged

concentration profiles have to be reproduced by means of an equivalent homoge¬

neous transport equation but with a nonlocal dispersive flux. However, one has

to be aware of the fact that this nonlocal dispersive flux does not account for the

real dilution process in a heterogeneous formation - neither for transient nor for

asymptotic times.

In the third part of the thesis we investigated the transport behavior on macro¬

scopic scales for a solute being heterogeneously adsorbed at the soil matrix. The

heterogeneity was alternatively associated with a Freundlich distribution coefficient

and a Freundlich exponent which may vary in space.

In chapter 8 we first investigated the asymptotic transport behavior. The impact

of the small-scale variations was incorporated into an effective transport equation

on the macroscopic scale by developing a general upscaling approach in homoge¬

nization theory and using the conservation of the total mass. The results of our

investigations have the advantage to be valid for any arbitrary chemical reaction

provided that the heterogeneity scale of the medium is sufficiently small compared

to the typical transport length scale, and that mass conservation holds. We found

that asymptotic values of the transport parameters, such as the effective dispersion

coefficient, strongly depend on the form of the effective chemical reaction on the

macroscopic scale. In general, the dispersive large-scale spreading is represented

by a concentration-dependent effective dispersion coefficient. Only if the effective

reactive behavior results in the same type of function of the dissolved concentration

as on the mesoscopic scale, the effective dispersion becomes concentration indepen¬

dent and reaches for very large times/domains a constant value. This is the case
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for linear transport processes. For nonlinear transport processes, if the heteroge¬

neous parameter is implemented as a linear function into the transport equation

the asymptotic effective dispersion also becomes a constant value. Especially, for

transport in a heterogeneous velocity field the asymptotic value is exactly the same

as for conservative transport, see chapter 6.

In the case of adsorbing transport with a randomly distributed Freundlich dis¬

tribution coefficient the resulting upscaled transport equation is of the same type as

on the mesoscopic scale. The fluctuating parameter is replaced by its mean value.

The effective dispersion coefficient reaches a constant value. In lowest order the

result for the effective dispersion coefficient is exactly the same as for conservative

transport. However, as the variance increases this result changes. The effective

dispersion coefficient is not the same as in linear transport theory and is affected by

higher order correction terms. Such behavior considerably differs from the investi¬

gations in linear transport theory and nonlinear transport with variable velocities.

A larger effective dispersion coefficient can essentially affect the solute migration.
For example, a larger dispersion can cause a stronger retardation of the solute and

therefore an overestimation of first arrival times and maximum peak concentrations.

For small variances we extended our results considering the temporal behavior

of the solute cloud. We developed a perturbation theory around the homogeneous
solution and obtained integral expressions for the effective velocity and dispersion

coefficient depending only on homogeneous concentration data and the correlation

function. Our results confirmed the investigation by means of homogenization the¬

ory. The asymptotic behavior is exactly the same as for the physically heterogeneous

case. In particular, it does not depend on the adsorption reaction. The impact of

the adsorption reaction appears for finite times. Here, the transient transport be¬

havior is characterized by an advective and a dispersive time scale which also equal

the results for transport with fluctuating velocities and depend on the degree of

nonlinearity, the total mass and the transverse dispersion.

In contrast, the transport on macroscopic scales of a solute in a variable Fre¬

undlich exponent field differs considerably. It is represented by a transport equation

which has a completely different structure as on the mesoscopic scale. First of all,

the effective adsorbing behavior is no longer given by a Freundlich-type isotherm

but by a new isotherm which depends in a complicated functional relationship on

the dissolved concentration and the statistical properties of the random field dis¬

tribution. The influence of small values of the randomly distributed Freundlich

exponents appears in logarithmic terms which essentially retard the solute migra¬

tion and affect in particular small concentration values. Consequently, the small

concentrations are much stronger retarded as in a homogeneous transport situation

with a Freundlich exponent equal to its mean value. A spatially extended tailing
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results. The additional retardation effects grow as the variance increases. Moreover,

the different adsorption behavior on the mesoscopic and macroscopic scale causes

a concentration-dependent effective dispersion coefficient whose explicit form is af¬

fected by the effective adsorption isotherm. Consequently, the spreading behavior of

the solute varies with time and at different locations in the domain. We found that

especially for small concentration values the effective dispersion becomes infinitely

large. Thus, the general behavior of a solute cloud in a heterogeneous domain with

spatially variable Freundlich exponents strongly differs from the transport with vari¬

able velocity and distribution coefficient. It is mainly influenced by two processes:

the very strong retardation leading for very large times and travel distances to

an almost vanishing transport velocity and the very large dispersion coefficient as

function of the dissolved concentration. Therefore, it can be expected that in the

asymptotic regime the solute will disperse infinitely by keeping the center of mass

spatially practically fixed.

This behavior was verified by numerical calculations. The effective and ensemble

mixing were obtained in a similar manner as described before by averaging over a

sufficiently large number of single streamlines representing different realizations of

the medium. The numerical results confirmed very well the theoretical expectations.

The ensemble averaged concentrations appeared as widely spread distributions over

the whole longitudinal direction. This reflects the very large differences between sin¬

gle streamlines. Moreover, it shows once more again that the procedure of ensemble

averaging generates artificial spreading effects which are not physically motivated

but are only based upon the kind of averaging. This result agrees fully with the re¬

sults discussed previously. However, in this very extreme case the ensemble averaged

concentrations can not be modeled by an equivalent homogeneous model. A homo¬

geneous model can only provide information about the center-of-mass position and

the arrival time of the maximum concentration. In contrast, the shape of the cen¬

tered average concentrations is more regular because it does not contain the sample

to sample fluctuations. First of all, the time evolution of the averaged concentration

profiles was very well reproduced by an equivalent homogeneous simulation with

an effective new adsorption isotherm. The concentration-dependent effective dis¬

persion coefficient was recognized in its influence on the small concentration values

at the tailing and the front. Especially, the concentration front showed an addi¬

tional broadening which was observed to grow with time. Moreover, the width of

the centered average concentration profiles grows infinitely. As expected from the

theoretical investigations, for very large times the solute disperses in space.
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General comment on effective theories and effective parameters

The work presented within this thesis makes an important contribution to the gen¬

eral understanding of the method of upscaling and the resulting consequences for

modeling of processes on macroscopic scales. In groundwater hydrology it is com¬

mon practice that small-scale variabilities in the physical and chemical properties

of the underlying materials are often smoothed out by spatial averaging over a rep¬

resentative volume or using stochastic modeling. The main assumption in such

investigations is that the small-scale dynamics of the processes can correctly be re¬

produced by an effective law at the large scale. Another assumption concerns the

form of the effective law. In general, the flow and transport behavior on the larger

scale is modeled by the same type of equations as on the small scale by incorporating

the small-scale variations in appropriately defined, averaged parameters.

In the case of linear processes such as flow in saturated media, conservative solute

transport etc. such kind of approximations turned out to successfully reproduce the

experimentally observed behavior on macroscopic scales. However, in a more gerreral

case natural processes are not linear. The dynamics of the small-scale heterogeneity

can essentially influence the large-scale behavior. Consequently, the effective law can

essentially vary from the small-scale process. Even worse, for a more complicated

physical phenomenon an effective law might not exist.

In this thesis we considered a very simple case of really nonlinear dynamics.

However, already in this case we found that upscaling of the small-scale variabil¬

ity results in a completely different transport equation on the macroscopic scale.

Moreover, averaged transport parameters such as the dispersion coefficient are not

represented by a constant value, but become a function of the concentration field

and thus of time and space.

Besides, we showed that the kind of averaging used can be very important for

modeling and understanding of experimental data. In our work, we distinguished

between two different averaging procedure. In linear theory, it is assumed that they

become equal as soon as the solute has spread over some longitudinal correlation

lengths. In nonlinear transport theory, we proved that already in the very simple

case of fluctuating velocities, the ensemble average generates artifical spreading ef¬

fects which do not vanish even in the asymptotic regime. The difference between

ensemble and effective averaging becomes much more pronounced in the case of

variable Freundlich exponents. In particular, the ensemble dispersion will never

represents the real mixing behavior. After all, nonlinear transport processes should

be modeled with care. A kind of "naive" modeling can lead to considerable mis¬

takes in general predictions of concentration peaks, first arrival times, migration and

location of contaminants.
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Outlook

Although this work has answered many questions concerning the general under¬

standing of self-sharpening transport processes in heterogeneous media it provides

many suggestions for further work concerning theoretical as well as numerical inves¬

tigations:

o Our semi-analytical results are derived for a two-dimensional domain. Addi¬

tional efforts can be done to calculate three-dimensional results which would

be more appropriate for comparison with experimental measurements. More¬

over, comparison with explicit results could be very helpful. The investigation

for 3D can be done in a straight forward manner as for 2D. Here, wc do not

expect any new physical effects due to the second transverse direction. How¬

ever, the typical time scales will change because the scaling behavior of the

nonlinear concentration distribution also depends on the spatial dimension.

o Our numerical investigations are mainly done for very small variances of the

fluctuating parameter. An extension to large variances is worthwhile in order

to assess additional macroscopic effects. Especially, as we have shown, the

asymptotic result in the case of a variable Freundlich distribution coefficient

changes as the variance grows. The numerical calculation of transport situa¬

tions with larger variances demands a higher numerical effort because of high

contrasts which can appear between two cells. Therefore, robust numerical

methods for this challenging problem are required.

o Another interesting point is the verification of the theoretical results from

homogenization theory by numerical methods. The research direction may be

twofold: the investigation of a fast calculation method which reproduces the

fine calculation on a coarser grid using effective parameters; and the solution

of the auxiliary problem which is necessary in order to evaluate the effective

dispersion explicitly.

o An experimental validation of the theoretical and numerical results would be

very useful. The difficulty here is to perform a field experiment reproducing

exactly the conditions which our results are valid for.

o The introduction of additional cross-correlations between the relevant trans¬

port parameters such as velocity, Freundlich distribution coefficient and Fre¬

undlich exponent will surely lead to interesting new effects concerning the

general structure of the transport equation as well as the general mixing be¬

havior in the heterogeneous domain. Useful investigations in this direction can
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be done by developing of a homogenization theory approach and by numerical

methods.

o Our results are derived for the special case of transport with Freundlich ad¬

sorption. However, the results are valid for all other processes leading to a

self-sharpening front. Examples for such kind of processes can be found in the

field of reactive transport with biodégradation and ion exchange, two-phase

flow problems, sedimentation models with concentration-dependent local dif¬

fusion. It would be a very interesting research topic to transfer and verify

the results of this work by comparison with other self-sharpening transport

processes.
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Appendix A

Order of magnitude estimation

The volume averaging procedure of the pore-scale equation in section 2.3 is con¬

structed considering two different lengths: the characteristic length scale of the fluid

phase and the representative averaging volume. Moreover, the averaging volume L

has to be much more bigger than the characteristic length scale l7 °f the 7-phase
which basically means that the pore and mesoscale are separated from each other:

\ « 1. (A.1)

In the following, we use the constraint given in (A.l) to derive equation (2.36)
in section 2.3. Inserting the decomposition ansatz in (2.31) wc end up with:

^|(c7>7 + | </«c7>7 + c7))7K + V • (e7{vyy (c.y) + V • (vtCt) =

V • f Vm (e7V{c7)^ + (c7y Ve7 + ~ /
n7„ <c7)7dA+^f n7„c7dA

(A.2)

Using (A.l) the third term on the r.h.s. in (A.2) can be approximated by

~ [ n7„ (c,ydA = I ±r f n1KdA} {c^ = -e7V{c7)^ (A.3)
vi Ja^k \ vi JAjK J

Thus, the third and the first terms cancel. This result suggests the following ap¬

proximations:

((c7)7)7« = av(c7y (AA)

(c7)7re = 0. (A.5)

Next, wc want to show that the adsorption isotherm can be expressed as a

function of (c7)7. For this reason, we expand /(c7) in a Taylor series around the
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average concentration:

\ = f(/r.\1\ -U (r. - (r..\t\

dcf(cn)
=

/((c7n + (c,
- (ClV)d-J- \c=w + (A.6)

Using the decomposition ansatz for c7 we obtain:

(c,y = f((c,y) + c7^ \Cl=(c^ +.... (A.7)

The order of magnitude of the spatially fluctuating part is estimated in [60]. It is:

c7 = O (ljV(c7y). (A.8)

Additionally, we estimate:

V<c7)ï = O ({^-) (A.9)

where Lc is a characteristic distance associated with the displacement of (c7)7. Now

we set a new constraint:

1"^lT (If '^>7) <<c /((C7)7)- (A-10)

If (A. 10) is fulfilled, equation (A.7) can be reduced to

/(c7) = f((c,y). (A.ii)

Under these circumstances,

</(Cr)>7* = </(v=t>7)>7" = Or(/«Cy>7)>7 = ^fdc.y). (A.12)



Appendix B

Derivation of the explicit form of

ensemble transport parameters

We present the derivation of wf10 in formula (6.14) in detail.

We insert the expansions (6.6) and (6.8) into the definition of the ensemble

velocity (6.3) and expand consistently the numerator and denominator in terms of

powers of the fluctuating velocity field up to second order,

„en.
=

dt ! ddXXj (c0 + Kdc%) f
|

/ / ddXCX \
2

J ddxc2 \
1

fddxc0 I \jddxco) fddxcoJ
fdtf ddxxj (ci + Käpc^ci) \ Jddxci

y fddxco J jddxco

dt J ddxxi (c2 + KdP(*-lc2 + Kdp(p - \)<?o~2c2)
+

Jd^o
" ( }

The concentrations c0,C] and c2 depend again on space as well as on time. We now

use equation (6.9) in order to replace ( c0 + Kd(%) by — V (ü + V D0V)e0 Similarly,

we proceed for (cx + Kdpc%~\i) and for (c2 + Kdpc?Q~lc2 + Kdp(p - l)cg"2cf) by

using (6.10) and (6.11) respectively. By applying Gauss' theorem in order to shift

inner partial derivatives, many terms cancel out and we end up with formula (6.14).

For the derivation of D?f and D|fs in formulae (6.15) and (6.16) we use similar

manipulations.
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Appendix C

Correlation function in ID and 2D

In order to explicitly calculate the two-dimensional correlation function (6.17) we

apply the projector P^ to the Gauss-shaped kernel. Thus, the correlation functions

can be written as the following integral expressions

Wij(x) = aju2Uxp f-^-J My - dxi9Xi f exp l—^fj * G(x) j *y~

dXldX] (exp (-^-\ * G(x)\ Su - dxldxldXidXj (exp (-^j * (G(x) * G(x))) }

(C.l)

where (7(x) is the Green's function of the Laplace problem:

V2G(x,x') = 6d(x-x'). (C.2)

The convolution integrals in expression (C.l) can be solved using the technique

presented in [22]. Explicit results can be evaluated only for an isotropic medium as

a function of r = \/xf~+~xf, Xi and X2. The longitudinal correlation function in this

case becomes

wii(xux2) = CF2fu2l exp f
--2 j + j

l__4xj 8xt_/| 24/gxf 24l20xj
jt'2 ji4 /^*6 r*4 y»6 t*o

,
r2\ ( 8x? 4xf 20x2 4 16xf 3/jj 24^x? 24^
1%) V ^o7"2 ^o7"4 r4 f2 r° f4 f6 r8
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(C.3)
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The expression for the correlation function in transverse directiorr is evaluated as

W22(Xl,X2)

+ exp

o)ü2\

I2

1 2(x2 + x2) 8x2x2 I2 4l2(x2 + x22) 24l2x\x\

XiX2 2(xx -+- x2J lbx^Xg
,

'o
__

4/q(x1 -\- x2) ZHqX^x-^

(C.4)

These results are used in section 6.4 and 6.6 and for evaluation of the semi-analytical

results in lowest order perturbation theory.

The longitudinal correlation function (C.3) can easily be simplified to transport

in one spatial dimension. The result is used in section 7.1 for the evaluation of

ensemble dispersion coefficients and is written as:

/ \ 2 —2
I / '''I I 'o

wu(xi) = afu < exp I
—-j

I + —
Q In I Xi
_ +exp
x XI v0

4 3g
p

"•"
A

l0 xl

(C.5)



Appendix D

Derivation of the ensemble

averaged dispersion in the purely
advective case

Expression (6.28) can be evaluated using a standard mathematical program such

as MAPLE or MATHEMATICA. The result is written by means of the general

hypergeometric function F(a,b,z):

mt) =^{ _p-^mg _ F(hl + _£_], (_£_!,_,(t)))
(i-p)-^)/Mp /i p

1
,3
2+

p
1

,t)\

+P
2-p UJ ^V2'1 +

2(l-p)U2'2+2(l-p)J'
Z(*V

_/^(i _p)^, (^ (X . F([_^_], fl + _£_!,_,(t))) },
(D.l)

where

^)=^p-*(i-p)-2(i^f—y (D-2)
* \TadvJ

and rodt, given in (6.31).

For £ —> oo this expression approaches the asymptotic value, given in formula

(6.30).

The prc-asymptotic behavior of Df^(t) can be calculated in the same manner.
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Appendix E

Concentration dependence of the

effective dispersion

Expression (8.63) is evaluated using the mathematical software MAPLE. Inserting
the expressions for the inverse functions F* and F and performing integration with

respect to C, the result can be written as:

2exp (-jlj (2^<T2 + 2exp(-2^) + u2x exp(-~px)))
£(y) = 1 ^ ' U

^4 + 4a*exp(/i,)(l + 21n(£))
exp(-2^(~exp(2/ia;)v/4 + 4a^exp(^)(l + 21n(|-))) „_^_ ,p ,

—-—"
, p(y)c '<*) { }

v/4 + 4^exp(^)(l + 21n(^))

= 1-SD fin (£\ ,oxp(px),ax]p(y)C-^.

Expanding C *>(*> in Taylor scries and averaging over a stochastic ensemble, in lowest

order we obtain

x(yK(y) = 5dL [y\wM,o*\ x(y)p(y). (E.2)

Transferring to dimensional units the effective dispersion coefficient can be written

as

Deff(c0) = D + 5D(\n(co),al, exp(^))x(y, c0)p(y) (E.3)

by replacing C by

C = Kdc0
V J

(E.4)

in the expression for 5D (In ( -£- j ,cxp(px),a2 1.
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